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THE BG NEWS

Tuesday, November 18,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

N. Korean president believed dead

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) - A South
Korean announcement of reports that
archenemy President Kim D Sung of
North Korea was shot dead brought
strong denials from his overseas envoys yesterday but only silence from
his Communist nation.

Pyongyang, the North Korean capital, was said to be calm.
After a weekend of rumors, the South
Korean Defense Ministry announced
yesterday that North Korean loudkers along the 151-mile demilitaI zone separating the two countries
had broadcast statements that Kim
was shot to death.

Envoys deny stories of Kim's shooting
Defense Minister Lee Ki-Baek later
went to the National Assembly, where
he said to lawmakers, "Judging from
all such circumstances, it is believed
that Kim has died or a serious internal
power struggle is going on there."
According to reports in Seoul, Kim
had set into motion plans to relinquish
power to his 44-year-old son, Kim Jong
II, creating the first Communist dynasty. The reports said senior military

commanders in the north opposed the
succession.
THE ELDER Kim, 74, came to power
in 1948 with th backing of the Soviet
Union after the peninsula was divided
at the end of World War II. The 195043
Korean war deepened the rift between
the two Koreas, and 40,000 American
soldiers are based in South Korea to
prevent a resumption of fighting.

Kim, known as "The Great Father
Leader." has created one of the world's
most closed society. No Western reporters are known to be based in
Pyongyang, the capital.
The scheduled visit of a high-level
delegation from Mongolia to Pyongyang today could help clear the mystery surrounding Kim s fate.
China's official Xinhua News Agency
said last night in a dispatch from

Reagan to
stop arms
to Iran

Trustees favor
new cable TV
Contract decision set for Dec. 12
by Melissa McGllllvray
staff reporter

The University Board of
Trustees Friday gave the goahead to Wood Cable TV to finalize and submit for approval a
contract involving cable TV installation in University residence hall rooms.
The trustees finance committee reviewed a letter of intent
from Wood Cable TV and asked
Larry Miller, Wood Cable TV
systems manager, to begin
drawing up a contract.
In an Oct. 28 letter to Dwight
Buriingame, vice president for
University relations, Miller
said, "It is imperative the University Trustees address this
issue at their November board
meeting if we are to accomplish
the project by Aug. 1,1987/'
Miller said he hopes to have a
final contract prepared for approval at the Dec. 12 board
meeting.
If the contract is approved by
trustees, construction will begin
three to four months after approval, and the project should be
completed four to five months
after that, Miller said. A tentative completion date is Aug. 1,
1987, he said.
Melvin Murray, member of
the trustee finance committee,
said the letter of intent was
reviewed favorably.
"I SEE no problem of the
contract being approved in the
future," he said. "It looks
good.''
The proposed cable system
would be operated at no cost to
the University, and would replace the existing system on
campus. The new system would
deliver cable service to current
outlets, and would also be expanded to provide one outlet to
each residence hall room, and
two outlets to each fraternity
and sorority (one for general
student use and one for resident
managers).

In other business, trustees
approved a resolution to make
the board more responsive to the
desires of faculty, staff, students
and the public.
Trustee Richard Newlove, a
Bowling Green realtor, proposed the addition to the board's
policies.
"Your board does not wish to
be either elitist or remote; we
need to know the concerns and
desires of all - faculty, staff,
students, and the public ...
while at the same time avoiding
the detrimental effects caused
by secrecy, rumor, lack of communication and incomplete or
possible even inaccurate information," Newlove said.'

Jack Lautermilch, owner of
Jack's Bakery, 1448 E. Wooster St., posted the reward
after reading a Nov. 14 BG
News letter to the editor from
Beth Broady, senior broadcast journalism major.
In the letter she said her
rings, one gold with two diamonds and a second gold
ring with a diamond surrounded by two rubies, were
found missing from the Offenhauer East sixth floor restroom Aug. 28. The second
ring was given to her by her

As he posed for pictures at the
start of a meeting with Argentine President Raul Alfonsin,
Reagan was asked if there
would be more U.S. arms shipments to Iran like those he confirmed last week after
numerous published reports of
secret U.S.-Iranian dealings.
"We have absolutely no plans
to do any such thing," Reagan
told reporters. Nor, he said,
would he be firing Secretary of
State George Shultz or any other
top foreign policy advisers as a
result of public controversy over
the covert operation.

NEWLOVE SAID he believes
the resolution "speaks for itself."
The resolution involves hearing constituent concerns outside
the context of regular trustee
meetings.
Newlove said the board will
inform University President
Paul Olscamp of all requests for
meetings, and inform Robert
Ludwig. chair of trustees, about
the topics of the meetings.
The president will be invited to
the meetings if two or more
trustees are to be present.
The resolution is also aimed at
reaffirming the board's allegiance to the Ohio law about
keeping meetings open to the
public.

Reward enlarged
for stolen rings
A local business owner has
offered an additional $100 to
the original reward of $50 for
the return of two rings stolen
in Offenhauer East.

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan said yesterday he
has "absolutely no plans to
send more arms to Iran, although his spokesman said the
president's authorization for the
weapons shipments technically
remains in effect.

a D a

At the end of Friday's meeting. Olscamp said he is disturbed about the destruction of
the Bertoia wind chimes sculpture.
"I would like to express my
distress at those who have taken
the destruction lightly," he said.
The chimes have been removed from campus for repair,
after vandals bent several of the
rods about two weeks ago.

mother shortly before she
died.
Lautermilch, whose father
passed away last March, expressed similiar sentimental
feelings and decided to offer
the additional money for the
return of the rings.
"I thought it was nice something was given to her at the
time her mother passed
away. I don't have anything
like that from him (my father)," he said. "I wish Dad
had done something like
that."
Anyone with any information about the rings should
contact either Lautermilch or
Broady. He said if any respondents wish to remain
anonymous, he would be willing to serve as a liasion.

Pyongyang that preparations were
oing ahead for the arrival of the
ation, headed by Zhambyn Batchairman of the Mongolian
Council of Ministers.
The report, quoting the "Korean departments concerned," said the delegation would be received by Korean
state and party leaders, but it did not
say whether Kim would be present.
The national flags of Mongolia and
North Korea were hung along main
streets in Pyongyang, "the quiet capital city, where traffic, shops and pedestrians remain as usual," Xinhua said.
AN AUSTRIAN trade representative
D See Korea, page 7.

Presidential spokesman
Larry Speakes, meanwhile, said
Reagan had told him there
would be no further arms shipments but that the "intelligence
finding," a Jan. 17 document
authorizing the weapons and
spare parts sales, is technically
'still in effect" because it carried no time limit and has not
been rescinded.

BG
CVe fOr fashion
News/Peter Fellman
Dawn Like, sophomore fashion merchandising major, models an outfit for a night on the town at the
"On The Cover" fashion show sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Association. The show which
was held last night in the Joe. E. Brown theater, featured students modeling clothes for work, play,
everyday wear, and glamorous eveninas. Find out more on page 4.

THE SPOKESMAN also said
the Iranians paid cash for the
military supplies they received
under Reagan's order, although
neither the amount nor the precise weaponry supplied has been
disclosed.
The Iranians long have been
seeking a variety of weapons
and spare parts lor their U.S.made planes and equipment ordered and paid for during the
reign of the Shah of Iran, but
whose delivery was blocked
when the U.S. Embassy in Tehran was seized and Americans
were taken hostage.
Speakes said that despite the
halt in further arms shipments,
Q See Reagan, page 7.

Black greeks face challenges
Editor's note: This is the first of a series
about the challenges facing members.of
traditionally black fraternities and sororities at the University. Tomorrow's story will
examine the lack of group housing space for
members of traditionally black fraternities
and sororities.
by MteeU Stewart III
assistant managing editor

On the surface, the existence of raciallysegregated student organizations at the
University may remind one of the deep
South in the 1980s, or the present system of
apartheid on South Africa where the separation of the races is mandated by law.
Fraternities and sororities at the University are largely segregated in this manner.
With some exceptions, these groups are
either all-white or all-black, and have remained so throughout their history.
And the separation of races in greek-letter
organizations both historically and at the
University has contributed to a lack of

'Black Greeks: the
1 struggle continues
understanding between the two.
Blacks attended colleges and universities
in ever-increasing numbers during the early
1900s, and the existence of greek-letter organizations on campuses were a drawing point
for both white and black students.
But black students at many schools found
fraternities and sororities reluctant to accept them as members.
Roderick Cheatham, junior business education major and president of Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, said at that time blacks were
deliberately excluded from these societies.
"THE MEMBERS thought blacks were
not worthy of admittance,' he said.

In response to this restriction, the students banded together and independently
formed what are now known as black greek
organizations. The first f these was Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity, founded at Cornell
University in 1906.
Between 1906 and 1922, eight fraternities
and sororities were formed which were
intended to cater to the particular needs of
blacks.
The first traditionally black greek organization at the University was Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, which started a University
chapter in 1981.
"There was a need for blacks to interact
with other black students," Cheatham said.
"Fraternities and sororities provided that
... and since (black and white greek organizations) were formed independently, there
are some differences."
Jack Taylor, assistant vice-president for
minority affairs, said the goals of black
greek organizations promote unity, foster
academic development and emphasize servlce
i See Black Greeks, page 6.

Editorial
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USG issues forums:
campus awareness

Bending the hard-line
byMWf Royko

Rarely do college students have the opportunity to hear legitimate experts speak on
issues of national concern.
In most cases, students pick up their information
from what little news they have time to watch on
television or read in the newspaper. They form
opinions based on conversations with instructors or
fellow students, the majority of whom speak from
an unqualified point of view.
Last week the Undergraduate Student Government passed a resolution to create a series of
national issues forums, enabling it to bring students in-depth presentations on any issue of national, state, local or University interest.
We think the creation of a national issues forum
by USG is an excellent idea. We hope that it will
make these forums a regular and consistent part of
USG programs.
In an article in last Tuesday's News, USG President Kelly McCoy said that the forums were created to bring student attention to issues like SDI
and apartheid. UAO representative and co-sponsor
of the bill Jeff Fix said the resolution was also
created to bring in experts to talk on such topics
because USG general assembly members did not
know enough about the issues.
Although USG Vice president Jeff Slater said the
forum came about as a result of a lack of student
awareness about a USG resolution opposing additional funding for SDL we hope it wuT continue to
schedule forums on other relevant issues.
USG has scheduled the first forum on SDI for
Dec. 11, and we would like to see it further define its
plans to address major issues, perhaps on a
monthly basis.
Topics like apartheid, the AIDS epidemic and aid
to the Contras in Nicaragua are of immediate
concern, and students need to be enlightened on the
ramifications of these and other important issues.
Perhaps the forums will even go so far as to
eliminate some of the apparent student apathy at
the University.
We commend USG's action in creating a forum
for the intelligent discussion of national issues and
hope it will make this a regular function of its
campus leadership.

My conservative friend
Grump was sitting at the end of
the bar. so I had the bartender
bring him a drink.
Eyeing it suspiciously, he
said: "What's the occasion?"
I'm paving off an old bet.
"I don't remember any bet"
It's been a long time. More
than six years. But you turned
out to be right.
"What did we bet on?"
Do you remember when
Jimmy Carter was still in the
White House?
"With great revulsion, yes."
And remember how Iran was
holding our embassy people as
hostages - the days of yellow
ribbons flapping all over America, of TV anchormen telling us
each night that it was day 20,
day 40, day 120, day ISO of the
hostages' captivity?
"Of course. A stain on the
national honor."
And do you remember how
you said that because Carter
wasn't able to find a way to force
Iran to release the hostages, he
was a weakling and a wimp?
"Those were my more restrained descriptions of him."
And, of course, you remember
how you were always telling me
that if Ronald Reagan was president, and found himself in the
same position as Carter, he
wouldn't just sit there doing
nothing. He'd find some way to
get the hostages out.
"I never doubted it."
Well, I did. And one evening,
you and I bet a drink on it. Ana
now I'm paying off and admitting you were right.
•1 usually am, but it's sporting of you to concede it."
Of course, it didn't turn out
exactly the way you predicted.
"What do you mean?"
As I recall, you said that the
only way to handle terrorists,
international kidnappers and

blackmailers, was to get tough
with them.
"I still believe that. Zap them,
whap them, I always say."
"What do you mean, uh-huh."
Oh, nothing. Just uh-huh.
"I don't care for the tone of
your uh-huh."
Well, I have to admit that I'm
a bit surprised by the recent
revelations. I mean, I'm pleased
that a few hostages have been
released. But I'm curious about
how it was all arranged.
"How, show. Results are what
count."
Yes, but didn't President Reagan say something to the effect
that we would never negotiate
with terrorists, that we would
not let them bend us to their
will?
"I don't remember."
Of course you do. Didn't he
say something to the effect that
terrorists would not be allowed
to profit from ther dastardly
deeds, that we would treat them
like outlaws in the world community?

"Really? I must have been up
north fishing when that was
said. Very remote place. No
newspapers, no radio. Must
have missed the news."
Oh, you surely know that he
said that we won't talk to them,
that we wont make deals with
them, that we will be tough,
firm, resolute and uncompromising?
"I suppose I have a vague
recollection of something like
that."
Then how do you explain, if
you wish to, our shipping $150
million in military hardware to
Iran as a ransom to get hostages
freed?
"I think ransom is too strong a
term."
Then what should it be called?
A bribe? A payoff?
"I prefer to think of it as a
humanitarian-motivated diplomatic exchange."
But doesn't it boil down to
rving in to the terrorists? tail
rewarding them for their acts
of international lawlessness?

What happened to our resolve to
be tough, to stand firm, to resist
intimidation?
"Well, there are times when
we have to be flexible, when we
have to adjust to changing situation, when we must show patience and exercise restraint seek workable solutions to problems."
But wont this just encourage
them to take other hostages?
Wont they figure that no matter
how tough Reagan talks, he's
going to turn into a patsy and
make what we in Chicago refer
to as The Drop?
"If they do, they'll be making
a fatal mistake. They'd better
not think that they can pull that
stuff without being punished,
that our response won't be swift,
mighty and severe."
What will we do?
"Maybe next time we'll only
ship them $50 million in weapons."

Students need to
speak louder, vote

about elections. They quite possibly may have not noticed the
newspaper ads and articles, radio and television publicity or
even the gubernatorial debate
and visits to campus by public
officials. For those who missed
all of these things, please be
reminded that the rest of us
were bombarded with them.
There was indeed publicity.

Royko Is a columnist tor the
Chicago Tribune.

Letters
Escort service wants
volunteers, patrons
Why does it take something
awful to make people see the
light? By something awful I'm
speaking of an assault or rape.
Usually whenever there is an
attempted assault or rape, the
Campus Escort Service is
swamped. Suddenly, everyone
and her sister wants an escort.
Suddenly, the Campus Escort
Service doesn't have the supply
of escorts to meet the demand of
those to be escorted, and everyone thinks poorly of the service.
As a dispatcher for the Campus Escort Service, I'm aware
of the number of phone calls the
service receives. The amount is
small. We have men and women
who have volunteered their time
in order to escort students safely
about campus, and no one takes
advantage of it. Our coordinator
schedules presentations in the
residence halls; no one shows
up. With a student population as
large as ours, there have to be
women who are walking around
alone.
Why aren't women using the
service? I was guilty for four
years of not using the service. I
always rationalized it because of
my height - I'm 5 foot 10. Heck,

any time I had ever called for an
escort, he was always shorter
than me.
Really safe, eh? It's not height
or size that's the issue. What's
important is that the escort who
is sent to help you has: 1) a
bright fluorescent vest with
Campus Escort Service emblazoned across it, and 2) a radio
that keeps him and you in constant contact with a dispatcher
who has access to a telephone.
Immediately when people
hear about the service, they
ask: Is it open on weekends? No,
the service is not open on weekends, mainly due to lack of volunteers.
Another question that arises
is: Why isn't the service open
until 1 a.m. or 2 a.m.? Once
again, the lack of volunteers is
the problem. If the service had
an adequate number of volunteers, perhaps it could be more
effective during the potentially
"dangerous" times to be walkins alone.
My question to you is: Why
aren't there more people? Not
only men escort; women can
also. The women are in teams,
wear the same vests, and carry
the same radios - and are just
as effective.
The Campus Escort Service is
open throughout the academic
year. Its hours are Sunday
through Thursday from dusk to
midnight. During the winter,
dusk translates as 6 p.m. All it
takes to have an escort is to call
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UAO films need
your attendance
Have you attended any UAO
campus films this year? If you
haven't you're not alone. Attendance for movies has been less
than outstanding.
The beginning of the semester
started well. No one had much
else to do so they went to the
movies for a diversion and found
them entertaining. The movies
are still entertaining and cover
many different subjects. The
variety, price, and location of
these movies are incentives for
you to attend.
Campus films are held in 210
Math/Science, Main Auditorium
in Universtiy Hall, and Gish

Respond

THE BG NEWS
ErJtor
Managing Editor
Mat Managing Ed
Nawa ErJtor
ErJtorlalEdltor

372-8360 and ask for one. We
have walkers and drivers.
(Walkers are also teams of
women). Anyone can be an escort, and if you are interested,
just stop by the Campus Escort
Service Office, whicn is in the
Off-Campus Student Center in
Moseley.
The Campus Escort Service is
staffed entirely by studentsvolunteers - for the protection
of fellow students. Take advantage of the service: call for an
escort. Isn't it better to be safe
than sorry?
Sherry L. Gibson
OCMB1919
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The current price for all films
is very reasonable. The weekend movies are just $1.50. This is
much cheaper than the normal
$3.50 to $4 you'd pay at other
theaters. Monday movies cost
U, and Thursday movies are
The campus films are provided as an alternative. If you
need a break from studying or
watching the usual TV shows, go
to the movies.
The list of upcoming films can
be found in the newspaper or on
the movie posters. If you call the
UAO office someone will be
glad to tell you the upcoming
movies and their times. When
there is a movie playing that
Su'd like to see, get a few
ends together and go. Support
your favorite movies so that
there can be more of them.
If there are movies that you'd
like to see, tell a campus film
person or call the U A 0 office
and let them know. To keep up
the variety and low price of
campus movies, your attendance is needed.
LeahHerner
m McDonald East

BLOOM COUNTY

The Thursday, Nov. 6 edition
olTheBG News brought to the
attention of the campus something that is rather disturbing.
The article stated that a mere
211 on-campus students showed
up at the polls on Nov. 4, General
Election Day.
When this fact was brought to
my attention, I pushed it back as
only a rumor. Ridiculous,
thought I. However, it's true.
Only 2.5 percent of the on-campus population cast votes. There
must be some explanation for
this. Why is it that students
seem to shirk their right, even
duty, to participate actively in
their government?

The above-mentioned possibilities are valid, yet there is one
other more important one that
seems to answer all questions
concerning low voter turnout
among students at this, and
other, universities. One word
describes it: Apathy. Students
have grown tired of their government's actions and the society in which they live. They
have begun to feel that their
voices fall on deaf ears.
Yet, there is a different logic
to be taken from this feeling.
Sometimes, you must speak
louder. Our forefathers spoke
louder and gained suffrage, and
we must keep the volume of our
voices raised. The place to begin
this is in the voting booth. Here
is where action starts.
Remember, you have something that others have died for
and are dying to have. Use it.
Heidi Turner
417 Offenhaner East

Could it possibly be that only
2.5 percent of our on-campus
students are registered voters?
Granted, some may be registered in their hometowns -but
for those who aren't, where were
you during the voter registration
there are some of the
J 97.5 percent who are
I, yet who did not know

by Berke Breathed
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The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be signed.
Address or OCMB number, and
telephone number, must be inColumns may be longer, although a length of 600-700 words
is preferred. University students writing columns must provide class rank, major and
hometown.
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Theater. All of these locations
^provide good seats and excellent
viewing. You can even bring
your own food to 210 Math/Science.

The News reserves the right to
reject any material that Is offensive, malicious or libelous. AD
submission are subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TbeBGNewi
211 West Hall
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USG schedules SDI forum
University of Michigan professors to discuss pros and cons
by 8MM McDonald
•tuff reporter

A motion was passed to allocate $1000 to present two speakers for a Strategic Defense
Initiative (SDI) forum by the
Undergraduate Student Government last night.
The USG-sponsored forum,
which will attempt to generate
more student awareness about
USG's resolution opposing any
additional funding for SDI, will
present two University of Michigan professors who will debate

the issue.
Raymond Tanter, professor of
political science, will debate the
pros of SDI while Daniel Axelrod, physics professor who teaches the course Science and
Strategy in the Nuclear Anns
Race, will present the cons.
"Considering the two individuals that are coming to Bowling
Green to debate SDI, this wUl
probably be one of the most
interesting discussions between
these two experts," President
Kelly McCoy said.
The forum will be held on Dec.

11 at 7:30 p.m. in 121 West Hall.
In other business, a motion
was also passed to donate $80 to
the World Student Association
for their International Festival
Nov. 21
USG also passed a motion to
recognize the residents of Conklin Hall with a certificate of
appreciation for their community service with the Wood
County Senior Citizens Center.
USG will serve as the host

organization to six Eastern
Michigan University student
government members on Nov.
21. The students will meet with
representatives from Greek
Life, Housing and Orientation.
The USG meeting was held at
the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
house, 6th and High streets, in
the second of its traveling meeting series. The next meeting will
be held Dec. 1 in the Offenhauer
East lounge. The Nov. 24 meetinghas been cancelled because
of Thanksgiving break.

Police building wins award
by Valeric Lonero
staff reporter

The Bowling Green Police Department has done more than
help to protect residents of the
dry - its headquarters building
was recently recognized for its
unique architectual qualities.
The building has been selected by the Masonry Institute
of Northwestern Ohio as one of
the three top architectual buildings in Michigan and Ohio, said
Mayor Bruce Bellard after the
City Council meeting last night.
"The award is given every
year. It is called an award of
excellence and design, and this
is the first time any building in
our city1 has been given the
award,' Bellard said. "We are
all very proud of the building."
The Police Department build-

ing, at 17S W. Wooster St., was
built in 1890 but was just remodeled in 1966.
"Two million dollars was
given for the renovation of the
building. It was declared unsafe
and that is where we got the idea
to renovate it," he said. "It's one
of the city's finest buildings."
Bellard said that the decision
to remodel the building was not
made by the city administration, but by the citizens of the
city.
The issue was discussed at a
citizens committee meeting; the
decision was only supported by
the administration, Bellard
said.
He said there was a discussion
about whether the building
should just be torn down rather
than remodeled from its original
frame.

"The building is a historical
landmark, so it was decided by
the citizens that the buildine
(should) not be torn down and
built from scratch," he said. "In
the long run, the cost is comparable - nothing would have been
saved, and it wouldn't have been
cheaper."
"The award makes us feel
more sure that we made the
right decision with the building," Bellard said. "We didn't
want to end up with a plain old
square building."
Munger, Munger and Associates Architects, the company
who designed the building, submitted the project plans to the
Masonry Institute of Northwest-,
em Ohio.
"We were very pleased with
the panel of experts," Bellard
said. "Also, I was really im-

pressed with the type of bookwork involved."
Bellard said the remodeled
building services the police department in several ways.
"The building is slightly bigger than we need and there have
been a lot of improvements in
the building." be said. "It's
equipped with a target range, a
weight training room to be used
by the officers, an office for the
animal warden and three tail
cells, which are not yet being
used."

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Women to compete
for pageant title
Organizer* of the Miss
BGSU pageant hope there
wul be plenty of contestants
to dance to the "Rhythm of
the Night" at the 1*7 event,
to be held Feb. 11-14.
The pageant wul feature
the contestants performing to
the pageant's theme song,
"Rhythm of the Night," ami
various other styles of music.
The number of contestants
is unlimited, and entrants are
still being accepted.
Melissa Bradley, former
Miss Ohio and first runner-up
in the 1984 Miss America
competition, win be making
her third appearance as the
mistress of ceremonies of the
Mlas BGSU pageant.
A preliminary pageant to
the Miss Ohio and Miss America scholarship pageants, the
University pageant offers
women a chance to share in
$1,000 in scholarships and
possible future titles and
scholarships.
"The pageant is a really
good experience for those involved. It helps the contestants build up a lot of selfconfidence," said John Pox.
senior marketing major and
executive director of the pageant. "If (a contestant) can
get up on a stage in front of a
lot of people, just think what
she can do in an Interview
with an employer."
The pageant is sponsored in
part by the Interfraternlty
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REGISTER FOR YOUR LOFT
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
WHERE:

i

DANSKINX.

and Panbellenic councils, and
is open to an women who live
in Wood County or are enrolled at the University.
The pageant consists of the
same tour sections as the
Miss America Pageant The
talent section is worm SO per
cent of a contestant's score,
while the Interview, the evening gown and the swimsuit
competition make up the remaining 50 percent.
The swimsuit cor
is a requirement of i
America contest's preliminary regulations, Fox said.
"Even though Miss America Is rarely seen in a swimsuit anytime after the
pageant, it stffl remains part
of &J competition."
"Also... it shows the
judges how much poise they
have and how wen they handle themselves."
The pageant is unique In
that it is the only pageant of
its kind in Ohio that is completely organized and run by
students, Pox said.
Becky Fox, sophomore interpersonal and public communications major and
program coordinator of the
pageant, said that although
the pageant Is very time-consuming, it is a very exciting
experience.
'The pageant Is a lot of
work," she said, "(But) the
benefits of it ... the new
friends that I have made and
the experience that I have
gained together have proven
to be an invaluable experience for me."

by Joke Wafer*
report*

University Union
3rd Floor. Fort Room

WHEN:

Dec. 4. 5. 8. 9. 10, 11. 12
9a.m. - 6p.m.

FOR INFORMATION OR A MAIl-IN REGISTRATION FORM CAU

352-3836
LOFT CONSTRUCTION
OPEN 9 a.m.- 5p.m., M-F

- SPECIAL Tuesday Only
o
o
o
o

ENTIRE STOCK
tights, leotards, legwarmers
trunks, swimsuits

40%
i

Off

OPEN TUES. EVE. till 9 pm

ZJne J-^owaer I uff

JACK'S
DELIVERS
• Ice Cream

• Chili Dogs

• Fudge Brownies

• C.C. Cookies

• Baklava

• Chocolate Crispy Squares

• Cream Cheese Cupcakes

• N.Y. Cheese Cake

• Chocolate Mousse

• Cream Cheese Brownies

525 Jfojf St.

* umumrnwrnwrnmuuMMm^*

The name says it all.

$1.00 $1.80
$1.20 $2.30
5V4 8/s

3% micro s/s

5V4d/8

3'/jmicrods

Also sold in 10-packs

kinko's
113 RAILROAD ST.
(Behind Dsxter's)

HOURS
M-Tr 7:10-10:00
rri
7:30-6:00
Sat 9:00-6:00
Sun
12:00-8:00

354-3977

6-12 p.m. 354-1001 $3.50 minimum
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You look maaarvelous dahling!
Fall style show tries on new fashions fit for every occasion
by Marvin Brown
reporter

Models wearing glamorous
dining attire, exercise outfits
and business suits were all part
of the "On the Cover" theme of
last night's fall fashion show
sponsored by the Fashion Merchandising Association.
A variety of fashion trends
were exhibited in the show, with
styles reminiscent of those pictured in magazines such as
Glamour. Shape, In Fashion,
and Business Week, said Anita
Dicenza, senior fashion merchandising major and chairper-

son of the show.
Slide presentations depicting
fashion trends were shown in
between the modeling sections.
"The slides were from the In
Fashion magazine in New
York," she said.
Dicenza believed the slides
broke up the monotony of waiting for the models to change
clothes.
The models were chosen from
an inital modeling clinic which
served as a modeling tryout.
"We urged anyone interested,
both male and female, to tryout
and from those people made our
selections. From there, the mod-

els spent a two week period
practicing on their own," Dicenza said. "After the practice
period, the models attended a
second clinic for choreograthere was live music at the fashion show performed by Tyrone
Vernon, graduate music major.
"In the past, the music has
been (mostly) prerecorded for
the fashion show," Dicenza said.
"This year the entire show will
have live music," Dicenza said.
This year, the fashion show
has encountered problems trying to find stores to provide

them with clothing. Dicenza predicts more problems in the future for finding sponsors.
"Not many stores outside of
the city would allow us to use
their clothing, so we got most of
our clothing from the Bowling
Green area. The new shopping
mall that will be opening may
help out a lot," she said.
Publicity has played an important role in the success of the
fall fashion show.
"We have really been pushing
the publicity of the fashion show
this year. We put banners and
posters all over campus and a
marquee downtown," she said.

A female University student
was attacked at about 1: IS a.m.
Saturday near Peregrine Pond
by an unknown male, Bill Bess,
director of the public safety department, said yesterday.

The bookbag, stolen while the
owner was shopping, contained
a meal coupon book, sunglasses,
telephone calling card, notebooks and a room key, University police said.

%.i year, for the first time,

Blotter
BG News'Pete Fellman

Here's looking at you
Graduate student Tyrone Vernon provides keyboard music to
accompany the models during the "On The Cover" lashion show.

n»

American Heart
Association

Ethnic Cultural Arts Department
Presents Currents:

A hospital nursing supervisor
said yesterday that the student
had been admitted, but was discharged later in the weekend.
D D D
Two men visiting the UniverThe 18-year-old student was
sity got into a fight behind Kohl
found unconscious in a secondHall Saturday morning that sent
floor bathroom in McDonald
one of them to the hospital.
West at 11:30 p.m. Friday, city
R.C. Smith, Jr., 19, of Toledo,
fire fighters and University powas taken by Bowling Green
lice said.
ambulance to Wood County HosThe student, a resident of Mcpital after the 2:13 a.m. incident,
Donald East, was "highly intoxiwhich left him with a head incated," according to University
jury after the other man struck
police. Fire fighters said she
him with a baseball bat, Univerwas transported to the hospital
sity police said.
with an "apparent alcohol over-'
A nursing supervisor said
dose."
Smith had not been admitted.
A University student was in
Wood County Hospital over the
weekend after she passed out
from an apparent alcohol overdose Friday night.

FROM THE RIVERS OF OUR FATHERS
(Edited film-viewing of the play Currents)

TOICDO

COfflEDV
Nf**

'•^SSS
w**

FREE

uw Ctf"4*

Following the viewing will be a discussion-critique
with resident playwrite

JAY A. PRESTON

(Hill Street Blues, Remo Williams, Body Heat)

!

M
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D

D
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A typewriter was stolen from
a room in Kreischer Darrow
Sunday evening. The typewriter
was valued at $250, police said.

a

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

A book bag and its contents,
valued at $395, was taken from
an open locker at the University
bookstore Friday afternoon.

-♦-.♦..♦..♦..•--♦. .♦..». .♦. .♦. .♦. it

■COUPON-'

Reg.
13.50

SHOWTIME AND ADMISSIONS:
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY —9:00 I $3.00
FRIDAY - 8:00 & 10:30 / $5.00
SATURDAY — 8:00 & 10:30 / $6.00

WEDNESDAY IS COLLEGE NIGHT
ADMIT TWO FOR ONE*
■with this Ad

.£

D

A Huffy 10-speed bicycle was
stolen from a Dike rack outside
of Founders Quadrangle Sunday. The bike, valued at $150,
was locked to the rack, police
said.

Shampoo, Haircut
& Blowdry

■*fir

Dr. John Scott
joining with the discussion
will be visiting actor

D

ClUB «*

7:00 TUESDAY. NOV. 18
JOE. E BROWN THEATRE
open to all

:

□ a a

The 19-year-old woman was
walking from Harshman Quadrangle to Kreisher Quadrangle
when the man attacked her from
behind and placed a blindfold
over her eyes, Bess said.
The attacker then placed what
she said felt like a knife to the
back of her neck and threatened
to kill her. A struggle ensued
and the woman managed to escape his grasp. She struck back
and was able to get away.
No injuries were reported and
the Incident is still being investigated, Bess said.

$050

8

Good thru Nov. 30, 1986

Hair
Fashions

TMott&i

We carry Paul Mitchell & Nexus products

MLL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS: MWMI
5319 Heatneroowns BM. (Just West ol FteynoMs).

OPEN 8 TO 6 • WALK INS WELCOME
I24W. Wooster. B.G.

Ph. 352-2611

THANK YOU

THE ETHNIC STUDIES DEPT. WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS,
DEPARTMENTS, AND COLLEGES FOR THEIR GENEROUS CONTRIBUTION TO THE

3RD ANNUAL ETHNIC STUDIES CONFERENCE
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
ACADEMIC ENHANCEMENT
AFRICAN PEOPLES' ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF BLACK CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
BLACK STUDENT UNION
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF HEALTH
COLLEGE OF MUSIC
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
SUMMER PROGRAMS
ENGLISH DEPT.
ETHNIC CULTURAL ARTS PROGRAM
GERMAN & RUSSIAN DEPT.
GRADUATE COLLEGE
GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE

HISTORY DEPT.
HOLLIS MOORE LECTURE SERIES
HONOR STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
HUMAN RELATIONS COMMISSION
LATIN STUDENT UNION
MINORITY AFFAIRS
POPULAR CULTURE
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
ROMANCE LANGUAGES DEPT.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
THIRD WORLD GRADUATE ASSOCIATION
UAO
UNIVERSITY RELATIONS
USG
WOMEN FOR WOMEN
WOMEN STUDIES PROGRAM
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Panel discusses Chorus serenades full house
threat
to
media
Journalists 'used' by terrorists
by Linda Hoy
staff reporter

by Amanda Stein
reporter

ATLANTA-Are journalists
pawns in the game of terrorism?
The answer was a resounding
"yes" at a recent panel discussion between two former hostages and an ABC News
producer.
The three, Jeremy Levin,
Charles Scott and Ray Nunn,
addressed questions from an
audience of professional journalists and students during last
week's annual convention of the
Society of Professional Journalists.
Levin, a reporter for Cable
News NetWork, was kidnapped
by the Islamic Jihad in March
1964 and held hostage hi Lebanon for 11 months. Retired
Army Colonel Scott was one of
the Americans held hostage for
444 days after the takeover of
the U.S. embassy in Tehran in
November 1979. Nunn is a senior
producer at ABC News.
Levin said he believes the
government has a habit of manipulating the media into reporting certain facts and not others.
During mv captivity, that
was the one thing that I didn't
think would happen (not reporting). The government interfered
with the public's right to know,"
he said.
Levin said that in the case of
the "forgotten" hostage crisis,
which includes his Associated
Press replacement Terry Anderson, who has been missing
for 20 months, the government
has been successful in limiting
the press with a "damned if you
do" mentality.
For Levin, the problem lies
more with the government than
with the terrorist acts themselves.
"I am more concerned about
being a victim of government
disinformation than I am with
terrorists," he said.
The "forgotten" hostage crisis is a prune example, Levin
said, of bow the government
keeps the facts from the public.
"For almost a year and a half,
the myths were perpetuated that
the hostage taking was random,
when in tact it was collective.
The issues were hardly ever
examined until after (Nicholas)
Daniloff," he said. "It, in fact,
took until Daniloff for the press
to begin to sense that something
was going on. As a result, two
other hostages are dead. If you
(the public) were informed ear-

lier, I'm certain it could have
been prevented. You weren't
being gypped, you were being
screwed, he said.
Referring to the recent allegations that the Reagan administration made an arms deal with
Iran for the release of hostages,
Levin said he believes the American government is still trying to
cover up the facts.
Now that the press is onto the
story of the ''forgotten" hostages, Levin said he is concerned about the staying power
of the media.
"What we are involved in now
is not really the forgotten hostages. They are simply piggyback riding on a bigger story credibility and disinformation.
That's what the press really
wants to get at. And when that's
done, I'm afraid these poor souls
may still have to wait to get
out," he said.
Charles Scott endured 444
days in captivity. He is grateful
for the coverage the situation
received.
"The only reason I'm alive is
because the story was kept
alive. On the other hand, it may,
in the long run, have made the
crisis last longer. The Iranians
have a habit of milking a cow for
all it's worth." he said.
As far as the question of journalists aiding the terrorist activity, Scott said he believes the
news media play right into their
hands.
"We have, in effect, played
their game. In the case of the
arms exchange with Iran, we
are letting the hostage situation
determine foreign policy," he
said.
Scott suggested that negotiations continue for the release of
the hostages, but they should be
conducted with different people
and in a different manner.
"Of course we ought to be
negotiating, but the people we
ought to negotiate with are the
masters of the terrorism. We've
known who they are all along.
Islamic Jihad is state-sponsored
terrorism. If Iran doesn't want
them to hold hostages, they
won't," he said.
"Negotiating doesn't mean
compromising or giving In.
Sometimes a very viable negotiation is a threat," he added.
Nunn went to Beirut in 1982 to
cover the war in Lebanon.
Things quickly changed and he
found himself more involvedwith the situation than he had
expected.
"It turns out in the course of
:: See Journalists, page 6.
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First there was one light in the
darkness and then another, until
the stage was filled with lights.
This "light show" was a feature of the University Women's
Chorus' performance of Barry
Manilow s song "One Voice."
The University Women's Chorus and Men's Chorus gave a
concert Sunday in Kobacker
Hall.
Free and open to the public.
the concert attracted a full
house which gave both groups
standing ovations.
Sophomore math education
major Beth Hall was impressed
by the improvement of the Women's Chorus from last year.
"I thought they did an outstanding job," she said.
The choruses performed classical and barbershop selections
for a crowd of between 850 and
900 people.
Barbershop and jazz are the
only two music genres which are
American, chorus director Richard Mathey, a professor in performance studies at the College
of Musical Arts, said.
"I think it (barbershop) is
something that adds a lot of
excitement and interest to a
program," he said.

AFTER SEEING the Women's Chorus last year and especially enjoying the barbershop
numbers, sophomore business
major Laura Boone was
prompted to join the chorus this
semester.
"Toward the end (of a concert) when you get your audi-ence responding to wnat you're
doing, it gives you a good feeling
that you can touch a part of
them," Boone said.
That makes all the hard work
worthwhile, she said.
Being In Women's Chorus is
fun but also has an education
al value for member Martha
Strauch.
Strauch, a sophomore voice
major, is in Women's Chorus for
the second year.
Second-year men's Chorus
member Dan Breitbart, a sophomore environmental health major, said being in the chorus is a
release from classes and the
every day monotony of school.
Both choruses are worth onecredit hour. Sections are organized according to freshmen and
sophomores, juniors and seniors, and graduate students.
"We recruit more non-music
majors than we do music majors," Mathey said.

BG News Alex Horvath
University women's chorus pert rams under the direction of Richard Mathey Sunday afternoon at
Kobacker Hall to a full house.

Members are recruited
through auditions held in the fall
and at the end of each semester.
Mathey said he believes the
Brformances given by the
en's Chorus have prompted
students to attend Bowling
Green.
A goal of both choruses is "to
go out and stimulate an interest
in choral music and at the same
time get the name of our University into the minds of the young
people," he said.
"If they (young people) are
thinking about college, maybe
they'll think about us," he said.
The 112-member Men's Chorus recently finished a sevenconcert tour of the Cleveland
area.
The 107-member Women's
Chorus performed for Stryker
schools and Edon High School in
Williams County on Nov. 11.
Both choruses will light the
campus Christmas tree next
month, after which they will go
caroling.
Next semester the choruses
will be singing impromptu concerts in the residence halls,
Mathey said.
There are also plans to "introduce our alma mater to the
campus," he said.

GLEMBY'S International
Haircut-a-Thon
$5.00
Memorial Hall Lobby
9:30am - 5:00pm
—Tuesday, Nov. 18th—
Proceeds benefit Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant

r■
■
■
■
■
■

EXPERIENCE

AIR FORCE NURSING.
Experience—the opportunity tor
advanced education, specialization
and (light nursing Experience—the
opportunity to develop management
and leadership skills as an Air Force
otticer Experience—excellent starting
pay. complete medical and dental
care and 30 days ol vacation with pay
each year Plus, many other benefits
unique to the Air Force life-style
And the opportunity to serve your
country Experience—being part of
a highly professional health core
team Find out what your experience
can be Call

Capt Ken Haines
at (216) 826-4511 collect

BREAK HOURS
November 26, 28, 29 & 30
Center: Noon-9 p.m.
Cooper Pool: Noon-2, 5-8 p.m.
Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m.
Lift: $3 Anytime
Family: Age 7-17 Noon-9 p.m.
Under 7 1-8 p.m. (Andrew,poolc*iy)

* The Student Rec Center will be CLOSED on
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 27)

-&A

Break panes will be on sale November 24, and are valid
November 26-30.

I
I
I
I

1 off a Regular »7.00
Haircut with coupon
expires 11/29/86

COLONIAL BARBERS
205 N. Prospect BG

354-0303

i.

.1

Third Annual Conference on
Ethnic Studies
CULTURAL DIVERSITY
Wed., Nov. 19

■ »■•
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I hurv, Nov. 20

ALEX HALEY*
The Pultizer Prize
winning author of
"ROOTS"
"The family: Find the
Good... and Praise it"
8:00 p.m.
Wed., Nov.19
University Union
Grand Ballroom
FREE-OFEN TO THE PUBLIC
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•presenting 1984-87 Hollis Moore Lecture

'""

Improve Your
Income Potential &
Career Opportunities.
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Get an MBA.

If you are about to graduate from college or have already, you can
greatly increase your employability and income potential by
obtaining an MBA from Ohio State Our full-time two-year MBA
program is designed to provide professional management
education It is one of the top 25 programs in the country and has
mary unique features, including

• no prerequisite course work

Student Recreation Center

1

$

• open to students with nonbusiness backgrounds
• specializations in just one or two management fields through elective course work
• an integrated curriculum that will give you a solid foundation in
management tools and concepts
• a high level of student and faculty-student interaction
• a curriculum accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business
We offer a full range of career-counseling and placement services.
Recent graduates have found positions with recognized leaders—these include:
Strategic product planner. Pontiac Motors
Marketing research analyst, General Mills. Inc
Management consultant. Arthur Andersen & Co.
Financial analyst, Hewlett-Packard Company
Commercial lender. National Bank of Detroit
Management systems analyst, Procter & Gamble
Assistant product manager, Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation
Distribution analyst, Clorox Company
Export control analyst, IBM Corporation
Find out more—call or write for our free brochure.
Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University

112 Hagerty Hall
1775 College Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1399
(614) 292-8511

The Ohio State University
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Black Greeks

Errors, class restrictions
cause partial schedules

O Continued from page 1.
to blacks in the community.
While these goals seem similar to those of the greek community as a whole, he said, cultural
differences among blacks make
the process of achieving these
goals unique.

More than 6,000 students must face Drop/Add

"THE VALUES and traditions
of black greeks are in conflict
from those of non-black
greeks," he said. "For example,
Black greeks are aware of the
importance of walking in line the single line represents unity,
and sometimes whites fail to
understand this.
"Conforming to what the
white greeks are doing is contrary to the history and tradition

by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Students who received partial
schedules Friday should not feel
lonely or singled out. They are in
good company.
Of the 14,639 students requesting classes for next semester, 6,478 received partial schedules.
While that number may seem
high, it isn't much higher than
normal, according to Nadine
Hoste. data processing supervisor. She said last semester 6,167
partial schedules were sent out
from 14,194 schedule requests
received.
She said quite a few of the
partial schedules were the result
of student error.
"Many students put the wrong

section number," she said. "A
lot of the errors we've caught
were students using fall newspapers (class schedules)."
Students who requested
classes that are not open to nonmajors or to underclassmen, or
students who changed majors
after course requests were processed received many of the partials, she said.
Students who received partial
schedules must go to Drop/Add
to complete their schedules.
Hoste said. Drop/Add is planned
to accomodate about 625 students a day, but only about 400
were there yesterday.
"It's been steady, but not too
busy," she said.

THE BREAKDOWN of students receiving partials by college was Arts and Sciences,
1,996 out of 4,268; Business Administration, 1,680 of 4,036; Education and Allied Professions,
1,034 of 3,001; Health and Human Services, 524 of 1,552; PreMajor Advising, 431 of 907;
Technology, 250 of 625; Graduate, 71 of 2,037; and Musical
Arts, 30 of 332. There were 19
other partial schedules not issued in any of these colleges.
Hoste said the proposed online registration systems will
alert students immediately if
there is a problem with their
course requests, and eliminate
the need for partial schedules.

Journalists
D Continued from page 5.
covering the war that the name
of the game changed. We became involved in the acts of
terrorism, not just covering
them. We (journalists) don't
want to be a part of the story. It
makes it impossible to report
it," he said.
As for his opinion on the suspi

of black greeks," Taylor said.
And from this lack of understanding, the relationship between traditionally white and
traditionally black greek letter
organizations at the University
has been characterized by conflict.
"There's an adversarial
relationship between the Black
Greek Council and the office of
Greek Life," Taylor said. "By
virtue of being an organization
made up of blacks on a predominantly white campus, (there is)
confrontation."
Mario VanZandt, director of
minority student activities and
advisor to the Black Greek
Council, said the group was established to promote multicultural programs which were not

addressed by the Interfratemity
Council or the Panhellenic Council.
But VanZandt said progress is
being made.
"I think the office of Greek
Life is open and receptive ...
and the white greeks are now
more open to working with
blacks," he said. "Previously,
interactions have not been as
positive."
Taylor said the black greek
organizations at the University
provide their members with a
sense of identity and self-worth.
"Most undergraduates are
trying to find out who they are
and how they fit in at the University," he said. "(Black greek
organizations) promote a unique
identity."

cions that the Reagan administration traded arms with Iran in
exchange for hostages, Nunn
said perhaps the government
should be given the benefit of the
doubt.
"It may be they discovered
that Iran was important 18
months ago. Or it may just be
that they nave the worst timing
on earth," he said

Though Nunn agreed with the
other two men in the fact that
journalists are being used to
further the terrorists positions,
he does not think they are being
taken simply because they are
reporters.
'They're visible. They're easy
prey. I think journalists have to
be aware of the fact that they do
run risks," he said.

Campus Organization

ALL EDUCATION MAJORS

presidents!

PLANNING TO STUDENT TEACH
FALL SEMESTER, 1987
OR
SPRING SEMESTER, 1988

Get your group in the 1987 KEY.
Campus organizations/groups are
being shot through 9 p.m. Dec. 10.

You are required to attend
a sign-up and information meeting:

Call 372-8086 to
schedule your group
today!

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 19,1986
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION

Dec. 10 is the deadline.

MEETINGS AT: 8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 a.m.
1:30,2:30,3:30,4:30 p.m.
ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

ATTEND ONE MEETING

f

ORIENTATION BOARD
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
1986-87 Orientation Leaders
CHRISTY AGNES
PHILIP ALBERT1NO
JULIE ANDERSON
MARY ANITAS
BRAD ASH
KERI BISCHOFF
ELLEN MARIE BITTEL
SHARON BLUM
JILL BRADLEY
JANICE BRICKNER
MIKE BROADWELL
SOZY BURGMAN
KRIS BYERLY
USA CARRANO
N JENNY CARROLL
CEUA CASTELLANO
KAREN CATANZARITE
COLLEEN CAVANAUGH
LORI CHRISTOPHER
LAURA CIHLAR
DANA COLLINS
CHERI COPELAND
STACEYCOX
BRENDA CRACUS
USACRADK
PAT DANFORTH
STACY DAVIS
KAREN DICKER
KELLY ANN DRAKE
KAREN DUMMERMUTH
USA ELEGANTE
KAREN ELLIOT
ANrTAEMMERTH
KRISTIN ERIKSON
RAY FABIK
JENNIFER FEIGHNER
JENNIFER FINLAY
KATHY FRAUNFELTER
LESLEY FURMAM
BETSY GARDNER
THERESA GARNER
MAUREEN GLARY
KIMBERUE GOLDSBERRY
CHRISTINE GRANnTO
KELLY GRAY
SCOTT GRAY
DAVE GRIFFING
DEANNA KAY GRIFFTTH
KIMBERLY ORIMARD
BARBARA GROSENBAUGH
NANCY GUUCK

\

. .

•

ALUSON HALEY
KELU ANN HALTER
MICHELLE HANSON
DIANNE HECKLER
TERRI HEIMBERGER
SCOTT HIRTH
THERESA HOODLET
DEBBIE HOVANEC
STEVE HOWE
ANN MARIE HROVAT
MICHELLE HRUSOVSKY
AMY HUTCHINS
BILL HUTCHMAN
MICHAEL JURIS
MICHELLE KAUFHOLD
CHRISTOPHER KELLEHER
JEFFKUMA
KAREN KOHLS
SAUNDRA KOSCINSKI
ROCHELLEKRAM
LAURA LEE KROTKY
DREW KINKEMOELLER
AMYLALAK
AMYLEFFLER
BABS LEGEZA
CYNTHIA LONG
JAYE LOZINAK
AMY McGRATH
AUSA McMILLEN
ANNEMdlARY
ELIZABETH ANN MACK
MONILA MAICHL
KIM MANFREDI
USAMETZ
SHARON METZGER
KIM MEYER
SUEMILEK
LAURA MILLER
JENNIFER MOSER
BETH MURPHY
AMYNELSOM
MICHAEL NIEDZIELSKI
MARCY OBERUN
MELANIE OUVIERI
TERRI OVERBECK
TRISH PASSANTE
SHANNON PERKINS
AMY PETTI"
PATRICIA POIRIER
SUSAN RADICAN
KATHERINE RANKIN
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DEIDRE RATHBURN
JIM REDMOND
ANITA RHODES
KRISHNA RIENSCIELD
TRACEY RINE
USARIX
MARY R1ZZO
KATHLEEN ROSEMEYER
ELLEN ROSSI
DOUGLAS RUCH
KRISTIN RUMBLE
KANARYAN
RANDY RYGIEL
MICHELE ST. PEIRRE
ERIN MARE SHAFER
MICHELLE SCHALL
MARY SCHNEIDER
USA SCHCONOVER
KAREN SEDOR
USA SHERRILL
PAMELA SHERMAN
BECKY SHILLMAN
CYNTHIA SHOCK
MICHAEL SIEBER
LORRAINE SEGWORTH
TONY J. SLATTERY
JAMIE SLAVIN
USA KAY SLOAN
PAM SMALL
DANA SNIEGOWSKI
ELIZABETH ANN SMITH
SHERIE SPAULDING
ANDREA STANFORD
ELIZABETH STEPHAN
REBECCA STEVENS
KENTSnCKNEY
BARBARA SURBECK
JUUE TAKACS
LAURA THORNTON
JUUE TOBIN
MICHAEL TREMPERT
MARIA VALASSIADES
KELLY VAUGHN
KRISTEN VILULO
KATHLEEN WANK
CATHY WALSH
STEPHANIE WATKINS
SUSAN WIUMITIS
USA LYN WILSON
LYNNWOERTZ
KELLY ZACHRICH
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U.S. won't trade SDI for treaty Hispanics fear
WASHINGTON (AP) - Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger said yesterday the
United States would never trade "Star
Wars" or balanced conventional strength in
Europe for a new arms control accord with
the Soviet Union.

equation of deterrence unbalanced by taking out some effective deterrents without
replacing them with other deterrents,"
Weinberger declared.
The defense secretary appeared before a
symposium on NATO, which was sponsored
by the Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis.
A text of his speech was released in advance
at the Pentagon.
Weinberger spoke Just a few hours after
meeting West German Defense Minister
Manfred Woerner, who is in Washington for
consultations with American officials.
Woerner told reporters after his meeting
with Weinberger that the Western allies
could not match Soviet-bloc conventional
strength if all nuclear weapons were elimi-

In an address prepared for delivery to a
symposium in Washington on the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Weinberger
said the United States and its European
allies desired deep reductions in offensive
ballistic nuclear missiles.
But regardless of whether such an accord
is negotiated, he continued, the Western
alliance must continue improving its conventional strength.
"In any event, we can never leave the

firings by law

THE MORE we limit and restrain nuclear possibilities the more important it
becomes also to correct that imbalance,
preferably by arms control and disarmament." Woerner said.
Weinberger, following the lead of other
administration officials, said yesterday that
President Reagan had focused his talks with
Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev during the
recent Iceland summit on the goal of eliminating intercontinental ballistic missiles.
'iris these weapons, with their unspeakable power, that should be at the core of arms
reductions agreements,"Weinberger said.
"Certainly all nuclear weapons threaten
massive destruction, but ballistic missiles
threaten to overwhelm us in the blink of an
eye."

"There are definitely rumblings in (Hispanic) neighborhoods" about job losses,
said Amin David, president of
a Hispanic rights group, Los
Amigos of Orange County,
Calif. "There's no question
that employers are very edgy
and concerned."
But while reports of firings
haven't gone beyond the rumor stage, David predicted
employer sanctions will harm
the Latino community "because skin color will determine the employability of an
individual -regardless of the
documents that person can
provide.
"It will unfortunately be a
knee-jerk reaction, and we're
very worried about that," he
said.
Even before President Reagan signed the bill to overhaul
the immigration laws - and
make it a crime to hire an
illegal alien - there were
some indications in Houston
and Dallas that employers

Shuttle Atlantis to be boarded
Emergency procedures examined in launch pad crisis simulation
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
(AP) - Astronauts will board a
space shuttle today for the first
time since the Challenger accident for a practice countdown
that will help launch-teams
maintain proficiency during a
long flightless period.
Five veteran space travelers
will settle into the cabin of Atlantis, perched on launch pad
39B, for the final two hours of a
rehearsal that will end with simulated ignition of the main engines.
On Thursday, a team of seven
rookie astronauts will board Atlantis to participate in an emergency crew escape exercise.
The drills will conclude seven
weeks of launch pad tests for
Atlantis, which will be moved
back to a hangar on Saturday.

The exercises mark the last
chance that astronauts and
launch teams will have to
sharpen their skills with a shuttle on the pad until Discovery is
rolled out of storage to be readied for the next shuttle launch,
now set for Feb. 18,1968.
The three remaining shuttles
have been grounded since Challenger exploded 73 seconds after
liftoff last Jan. 28, killing the
crew of seven. A faulty joint
between segments of a solia fuel
booster rocket that caused the
accident is being redesigned.
THE TESTS provide "a
chance for a morale boost right
in the center of this letdown, and
there has been a letdown," said
Conrad Nagel, NASA director of
shuttle flow operations.
The five astronauts who board
Atlantis today will be the same

ones who flew the last successful
shuttle mission, that of Columbia, which ended just 10 days
before the Challenger tragedy.
They are commander Charles
Gibson, pilot Charles Bolden and
mission specialists George Nelson, Steven Hawley and Franklin Chang-Diaz. Two nonastronauts who flew on that
flight, Rep. Bill Nelson, D-Fla.,
and RCA engineer Robert
Cenker, will not take part.
The countdown will involve
teams at the launch control center at Cape Canaveral, Fla., and
at mission control at the Johnson Space Center in Houston.
Thursday's crew-escape test
will last about three hours as the
seven astronauts and dozens of
fire and rescue workers run
through every aspect of emergency pad operations.

During the exercise, a launch
emergency will be declared and
some of the astronauts will feign
injury. Workers will pull the
astronauts from the cabin and
take them from the paid to
nearby helicopters. Stand-ins
for the "injured" crew members
will be flown to hospitals in
Gainesville and Titusville.
The stand-ins will be flight
surgeons from the Johnson center who will evaluate emergency
room procedures at the two hospitals.
"THE MAIN purpose is to
exercise the escape system and
the people who participate in
it," NASA test director Frank
Merlino said. "We think the basic system we have is very good,
but there are always areas of
improvement. We want to make
observations and start working
on some improvements."
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Korea
D Continued from page 1.
in Pyongyang, reached by telephone yesterday from Peking,
said "so far there has been no
indication whatsoever" Kim
was dead.
Seoul also appeared normal,
although national police were on
special alert, and the South Korean military was on its usual
high state of alert.
The state-run Korean Broadcasting System said the loudspeaker reports were made
Sunday at several points along
the demilitarized zone (DMZ).
There were reports that North
Korean flags in the area were at
half-staff and that somber music
came across the loudspeakers.
But U.S. military authorities

said the situation was normal
around Panmuniom, site of the
truce village and the only part of
the DMZ where American forces
still operate.

lie boys ckiiR of HARIEM
I.AIL t l j

In Washington, both the White
House and State Department
said they could not confirm the
reports Kim was dead. State
Department spokesman Charles
Redman said "we're not going
to speculate or comment on anything until the situation has
cleared."

"an adventure in
extraordinary music."
CUSSIQUE/PARIS)
Friday, Nov. 21 8:00 p.m.
Kobackcr Hall, MMAC
Tidcu: 15.50.1. 10. 12.50
Bin Otlict open wtkoiyi 10:30-2:30
Oil 372-8171

Special group rales available

FESTIVAL SERIES

Reports Kim was shot dead
were denied by North Korean
embassy officials in several
Saces, including Peking and
ew Delhi, India.

Reagan
Q Continued from page 1.
which Reagan has said were
intended to establish credibility
with Iranians the United States
was trying to court, verbal efforts to improve relations with
moderate Iranian leaders may
continue.
"Certainly we would like to
continue our original goal, and
that was to develop contacts
with Iran so that we could deal
with that country in the future,"
Speakes said. "We would be
hopeful that we could, on some
basis, continue our contacts in
order to develop that and to
work for a peaceful resolution to
the Iran-Iraq war."
Asked about a suggestion by
Iran's ambassador tome United
Nations, Said Rajaie Kborassani, that the United States must
supply weapons to Iran if it

wants Iran to help win the release of Americans still held
hostage in Lebanon, Speakes
said: "We will not trade arms
for hostages."
Khorassani, in an interview
with IRN A, the official Iranian
news agency, said Reagan had
negotiated with Iran for release
of hostages because of Tehran's
"power and influence" over kid
nap groups.

500 off i 50C off
Spot's Special
Italian Hoagie

THETA CHI FRATERNITY

RECEIVE

"OFFER EXPIRES 11/17/

WHAT:

Theta Chi late fall Rush

WHEN:

Nov. 18 and 20 7:30-9:30

WHY:

FOR THOSE YOUNG MEN WHO
MISSED FALL RUSH AND ARE
INTERESTED IN THE ULTIMATE
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE.

WHERE: 334 MAIN, 2 Blocks North of
Uptown/Downtown

on
140 E. Wooster
352-0800

Large 1 Item Pizza
•4.00
IN-HOUSE ONLY

LCaH 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza
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HAIR REPAIR
HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

$6
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(no
shampoo)

expires 11/25/86
^
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COUPON MUST BE PRESENTED (REGULAR PRICE $10)
I TUES-FRI 9:30-7:00
352-2566
| SAT
9:30-4:00
Yellow House behind Taco Bell
WHEN ALL YOU NEED IS THE PERFECT CUT
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rs,
One Price!

$7988 $ ||988
For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey MtbAed ot we will return your money.

Burlington Optical

CALL FOR RIDES
352-2598
»
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MARK'S
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Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses And a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals and tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Bifocals
Single Vision

A HAIRCUT

FOR JUST

r

Double Steak &
Cheese Sandwich

ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex ex

SAVE!
BRING IN
THIS AD
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might move to fire Latino
workers who may fall Into
that category.
TRYING TO assess the extent of problem, The Associated Press surveyed
selected cities. It found that
while confusion reigns, Job
losses have been beld in
check as Hispanic organizations worked nard to explain
the bill's employer sanctions
provisions.
The immigration bill has
two cornerstones: amnesty
for illegal aliens who arrived
before 1982 and lived in this
country continously since
then and penalties against
employers who knowingly
hire illegal aliens.
For the next six months, the
Immigration and Naturalization Service is to conduct a
public information campaign
on the sanctions program,
during which no enforcement
actions can be taken.
After the six months, a oneyear period would follow in
which first offenders would
only receive warnings. But
the full effect of the program
would allow civil fines ranging up to $10,000 per illegal
alien and a criminal penalty
of six years in prison.
The law does not apply to
those working before the bill
became law.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Hispanic groups fear that the
new immigration law could
lead to widespread firings of
workers with Spanish accents, but a random survey
finds little evidence that large
numbers of Hispanics are losing their jobs.

ex

955 S. Reynolds
382-2020

3153 W. Sylvania
472-1113

sfflSife
352-253**
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S. African strikers dispersed

News Briefs

Police take action against General Motors employees

Missionaries irk Moslems

PORT ELIZABETH, South Africa (AP) - Police used dogs
and rubber whips to disperse
strikers outside the General Motors plant yesterday, and the
company said those who stay off
thejob will be fired.
The automaker gave strikers
a deadline of 9 a.m. today to
return to work. The walkout
began Oct. 29 in this depressed
industrial city on the Indian
Ocean, where GM is the largest
employer.
Sixteen workers were arrested during the clash with
police at the plant gate and
released on bail of 100 rand ($45)
each without formal charges,
their union said.
Police said about 300 strikers
were intimidating workers who
wanted to go to their jobs inside
the plant.

Employees struck over demands for compensation from
the American parent company
after General Motors announced
plans to sell its South African
operation to local management.
Although the strike began as a
wildcat action, the National Automobile and Allied Workers
Union has endorsed the workers'
demands. GM says it will not
discuss the issues until the strike
ends.
BOB WHITE, the GM managing director, said about onethird of the 2,000 strikers returned to work yesterday and
the company also would consider reniring most of the 567
fired for holding a plant sit-in
two weeks ago. He is an American who will leave when the sale
takes effect Jan. 1.
He said limited production
had resumed, but the plant was
running at far below its normal

output of 150 cars a day.
A prolonged confrontation
would be a severe blow in Port
Elizabeth. It is the nation's most
depressed city and Ford has
moved its vehicle production to
Pretoria.
Most of the strikers are of
mixed race or black.
Unrest in the black townships
and periodic black boycotts of
white stores have increased the
damage to the economy.
White said 40 to 60 workers
who had committed or encouraged violence during the strike
would not be rehired.
"If the union is going to hold
out on that, it's going to be a long
day," he told reporters. "That
says they condone violence."
Union leader Freddie Sauls
said there were no plans for
talks and "there's actually no
communication." He said no

membership meeting was
planned until the company's
deadline today.
SAULS TOOK a grim view of
the police action earlier yesterday. "I'm convinced we could
hold out against GM," he said,
"but we can't hold out against
the security forces."
A police spokesman said about
1,000 people were outside the
plant when officers arrived and
ordered them to disperse. He
said many moved away, but
about 300 stayed, chanting slogans and interfering with workers trying to enter the plant.
"We then had no alternative
but to disperse them, using police dogs and sjamboks (rubber
whips)," he said. "Two policemen were stoned and suffered slight head injuries."
According to Sauls, dogs bit
two strikers and five were
bruised by whips.

Iran arms deal hurts envoy's efforts
LONDON (AP) - Anglican Church envoy
Terry Waite, flanked by three American
former hostages, said yesterday that news
of secret U.S. arms supplies to Iran and
arguments over it complicated his efforts to
free other captives in Lebanon.
Waite addressed a crowded news conference after a meeting with the ex-hostages
and with five American representatives
from the Episcopal, Presbyterian and Baptist churches.
He denied he has been a tool of the U.S.
administration and said he had been shuttling to and from the Middle East on hostage-release missions unaware of the arms
supplies.
"We in the churches stand clearly together to continue our work no matter what
comes our way," Waite said.
"But the revelation of that fact (arms
supplies to Iran)... has at this point made
the job of a mediator such as myself complicated."
Waite acted in hostage negotiations as
Ersonal envoy of Archbishop of Canterbury
ibert Runcie. Runcie accompanied him at

the news conference.
The three ex-hostages, the Rev. Benjamin
Weir, the Rev. Lawrence Martin Jenco and
David Jacobsen, former head of the American University Hospital in Beirut, paid
tribute to Waite and prayed for the release
of remaining captives.
THE MEETING appeared mainly an attempt to refocus attention on humanitarian
release efforts, which have been overshadowed by President Reagan's acknowledgment last week, after days of speculation,
that he sent arms supplies to Iran. Reagan
denied the arms were a trade for hostages.
Waite said "the speculations of the past
week" surrounding Reagan's disclosure
mean that "from this point onward the task
has been made immeasurably more difficult."
He said many of his contacts in Lebanon
"have now gone to ground and they may not
surface again."
Asked if new initiatives emerged from
yesterday's meeting, Waite said tnere was
nothing specific, but the churchmen and exhostages had a "great deal to think about."
Waite and Runcie sought to distance

church efforts from the maneuverings of
politicians.
"At the international level governments
always have, and no doubt will continue, to
strike bargains both in secret and in public," Waite said.
"AS A representative of the church, I
would have nothing to do with any deal
which seemed to me to breach the code to
which I subscribe."
Weir, 61, the first of the three American
hostages freed by Islamic Jihad in Lebanon,
was let go Sept. 14,1985, after 18 months in
captivity. Jenco, 50, also held 18 months,
was freed last July 26. Jacobsen, 54, held 17
months, was freed Nov. 2.
Two other Americans held with them,
Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent of The Associated Press, and
Thomas Sutherland, a university administrator, are still being held.
The former hostages who met with Waite
said they hoped they were not exchanged for
arms and had to believe Reagan's assurances there was no deal.

DHAKA, Bangladesh
(AP)-Fundamentalist Moslems said yesterday, two
days before Pope John Paul
II arrives, that Christian missionaries undermine Islam
and take advantage of misery
and ignorance in this desperately poor country.
Most Islamic leaders, bowever, said the pope was welcome in Bangladesh, which
counts only about 280,000
Christians among its 103 million citizens. Most Moslems,
who make up 86 percent of the

population, appeared either
indifferent to the visit or
mildly approving.
The criticism of Christians
was the first in connection
with the papal trip to Bangladesh, which is considered
moderate and relatively tolerant. Christians are generally admired for their
schools, hospitals and good
works among the poor in this
crowded country.
No unfavorable comment
has been directed against the
pope or his visit.

LSD prank harms teacher
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) Three high school students
accused of spiking a teacher's
coffee with LSD will be expelled if convicted or if they
admit responsibility, their
principal said.
South Eugene High School
Principal Don Jackson said
Saturday that he had never
seen any incident as "hazardous or as ludicrous" as what
the boys are alleged to have
done.
Police arrested the boys

after Lou Hammer, an industrial arts teacher at the
school, became disoriented
and was taken to a doctor
Friday afternoon. A student
told school officials that be
heard LSD. a hallucinogenic
drug, had been put in Hammers coffee.
Jackson said Hammer
takes medicine for high blood
pressure, that his blood pressure shot up due to the LSD,
and that it could have been a
lethal situation."
The boys were charged
with second-degree assault.

Union to picket takeover
AKRON (AP)-Three
buses full of union members
are traveling to Washington
to attend today's Congressional subcommittee hearings
regarding the threatened
takeover of the Goodyear
Tire & Rubber Co.
Members of the United
Rubber Workers and the
United Auto Workers will attend the hearings and picket
outside, URW Local 2 President Bill Breslin said yesterday.
The union members also
will picket a dinner meeting

Expose yourself
10 the 1987 KEY
with a senior portrait
in the 1987 senior section

Last four days
There's only a few dozen
spots left this week, so
please hurry.
Call 372-8086 now lop your appoinlmentl

scheduled between President
Reagan and Sir James Goldsmith, the European businessman who is trying to gain
control of the rubber company.
The hostile takeover will be
discussed by the monopolies
and antitrust subcommittee.
Goodyear workers and
management have publicly
opposed the Goldsmith takeover, calling him a corporate
raider who is interested only
In stripping Goodyear of its
assets to make some quick
money.
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Toledo shatters BG's title hopes

Bowling Green's Jock Coppess bends down to console teammate
Dean Bryson during the closing minutes of Saturday's 22-3 loss to
Toledo.

.1. News Alex Horvaih
Quarterback Rich Dackin throws the ball, while Falcon lineman Greg Studrawa trys to force Toledo's Tom Gabel outside.

Powerful Rockets down BG 22-3
by Ron Fritz
managing editor

TOLEDO-Many people will
speculate that Bowling Green
didn't play with enough heart
and spirit Saturday after it was
learned that Miami University
earned the trip to the California
Bowl earlier in tM day.
However, the truth of the matter is, the Falcons were beat by
a better football team-and it
wasn't the one which will be
Jetting off to the Golden State for
a Dec. 13 contest against the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association champion, San Jose State.
The University of Toledo won
its fifth straight game as it
handed BG a 22-3 setback. Both
teams finished tied with Kent
State for second in the MidAmerican Conference with 5-3
records. The Redskins won the
title with a 34-20 triumph over
Eastern Michigan.
"I think we're the best in the
MAC at this time," Rocket tailback Kelvin Farmer said. "Unfortunately Miami has earned
the right to go to the California
Bowl. I wish them luck, but I
think we could have also represented the MAC well."
THE FALCONS could have
walked off the field with a share
of the MAC title. Instead, they

"Toledo played a real good
game. They outplayed us. We got
our butts kicked ... We knew we
had the opportunity to win a
championship .. "
- Moe Ankney
walked off the field with enough
disappointment to fill a fair
share of the Glass Bowl.
"Toledo played a real good
game. They outplayed us. We
got our butts kicked," said BG
head coach Moe Ankney. "We're
disappointed. We knew we had
the opportunity to win a
championship. Problem is that
the opponent had a lot to do with
taking it away from us."
The Rockets got on the board
less than two minutes into the
game when Tom Gruno stormed
past the Falcons to block Greg
A. Johnson's punt out of the
endzone from the 14-yard line to
give UT a 2-fl advantage.
It was the first collegiate punt
Johnson has had blocked in 185
attempts.
"I got the snap back alright,
but the guy (Gruno) came right
up the middle untouched," Johnson said. "It was disheartening.
I guess, though, we were lucky It

was two (points) instead of
seven."
But with 6:52 left in the second
Eter, perhaps the biggest
of the game occurred and it
't involve scoring. Gruno
and defensive lineman Brian
Gable hit Falcon quarterback
Rich Dackin after he released a
pass. Dackin suffered a concussion and was unable to return to
the contest.
AFTER DACKINS departure, the biggest weapon in BG's
offensive arsenal was Johnson,
the punter. He finished with a
42.8 punting averae, including a
71-yarder.
Junior Jeff Sandru replaced
Dackin and completed 4-of-ll
passes for 28 yards. BG's offense
gained just 158 total yards, with
57 of the yards coming on the
last drive of the game when Eric
Smith replaced Sandru.
"We made the decision before
the game to go with Sandru

instead of Smith if Dackin were
to go down," Ankney said.
"Sandru had a better week of
practice. It's hard to say if we
would have done better with
Dackin or Smith. Toledo's defense deserves a lot of credit,
they played well."
A field goal by Bruce Nichols
with : 04 left in the second quarter gave the Rockets a 5-0 halftime lead. UT coach Dan Simrell
said he wanted his team to show
the Falcons they weren't going
to be passive.
"We knew we had to play
aggressive," he said. "Our defense played a very emotional
game. I think the blocked punt
sent a message to them that we
were going to play hard and
aggressive."
Farmer accounted for more
yards rushing (169 on 37 carries)
than BG's entire offense. The
MAC'S leading rusher scored the
first of his two touchdowns with
10:28 remaining in the third
quarter on a one-yard plunge to
give the Rockets a 12-0 lead.
Nichols added a field goal with
39 seconds left in the third
stanza to give UT a 15-0 advantage. The Rockets had the ball
for 13:17 of the third quarter,
compared to BG's 1:43 time of
possession.
a See Toledo, page 11.

Falcons suffer
emotional setback
University.
Yet at least Otten had
another year ahead of him.
Safety Dean Bryson didn't
by Tom Reed
even have that luxury.
sports edllor
THE SENIOR knelt on the
sideline trying to hold back
the emotion. The hostile
Toledo crowd didn't help
TOLEDO - Throughout the matters.
"You guys are losers,"
season, Falcons' fullback
Eelled a Toledo fan. "Hey you
Mike Otten had played
now what, Bowling Green
despite badly bruised
sucks. That's right, they
shoulders and a strained
suck."
acbilles tendon.
Moments later, several
Modem medicine had kept
him going for the last several derelicts fired beer cans at
the Falcon bench. Bryson
weeks. But Saturday night
there was no pill or cortisone stared angrily into the crowd.
He and his teammates had
shot which could've easied his
fought so hard to work their
hurt.
way
back into the MAC race.
They haven't invented an
And this was their reward.
immediate cure for sorrow.
A win would've put another
Time is the only remedy for
MAC title ring around
this type of pain and it's
Bryson's finger. Instead, the
usally a slow process.
Otten sat on the bench and Rockets' offense ran rings
around him and the rest of the
cried through the final
BG defense.
minutes of Bowling Green's
Toledo's outstanding
22-3 loss to Toledo. The
tailback Kelvin Farmer
setback squelched the
rushed for 171 yards,
Falcons' chances of sharing
including 115 in the second
the Mid-American
O See Emotion, page 11
Conference title with Miami

leers win, tie in Chicago
by Tom Skernivtu
assistant sports editor

Bowling Green's Mary Pfeiffer wows the judges with her form
in Saturday's meet against Eastern Michigan. Pfeiffer won the
one- meter diving event. The Falcons took the meet 146-118.

CHICAGO - Bowling Green's
power play unit is searching for
an answer.
After Saturday night's 5-5 tie
with Illinois-Chicago, a problem
has become clear-cut -the Falcons are finding trouble scoring
despite having a man advantage.
Although the tie, combined
with Friday's 5-3 Falcons' win,
enabled BG to garnish three of a
possible four points, discussion
revolved mainly around the Falcons' power play inefficiency.
BG managed only one goal in
16 power play attempts in the
series, while also allowing their
sixth and seventh short-handed
goals of the season. This came
against a Flames' team which
finished last In the Central Collegiate Hockey Association in penalty killing last season.
ALTHOGH THE Falcons' unbeaten streak was upped to 11
games, BG coach Jerry York
was less than happy because of
his specialty team s play.
"What saved the tie for them
(UIC) was their penalty-killing
on our power plays," York said.
They were very aggressive and

didn't anticipate anything.
"To take three out of four
points is a plus anytime. But I
was a little disappointed we had
so many power plays and didn't
cash in on them."
The problem became evident
early in the series and continued
throughout the seven periods of
action.
After failing in its last six
power play attempts Friday
night, BG was blanked three
more times in Saturday's
scoreless first period.
UIC lumped to a 1-0 advantage
when Paul Pulis beat BG defender Scott Paluch and goaltender Gary Kruzich with a shot
from the left side.
After a nice pass by Andy
Gribble, Paul Ysebaert knotted
the score at 1-1 with a shorthanded, breakaway goal off
Flames' goaltender Brad Ryan.
UIC's Todd Beyer then
vaulted the Flames to a M lead
with the first two of bis three
goals on the night After beating
Kruzich with a backhand shot
for one point, the freshman stole
the puck from BG defenseman
Brian McKee for a shorthanded, breakaway goal of his
own.
Penalties then reduced the

squads to a three-on-three situation and into a whirlwind of
action.
In the wild two minutes, BG's
Scott Paluch and Nelson Emerson tied the score at 3-3, but saw
Beyer give the advantage back
to (he Flames with the final tally
of his hat trick.
Ysebaert and Paluch notched
their second goals of the game
and put the Falcons ahead 5-4
with just 6:54 remaining in the
third period.
But Scott Wolter sent the
game into overtime, beating
Alan Legget and Kruzich in the
crease with less than 2:55 remaining.
Kruzich starred in the 10-minute overtime, saving four UIC
shots including a one-on-one
with Paul Tory.
BG couldn't capitalize on its
best opportunity after being rewarded with another power play
when the Flames' Tom Atmquist
was whistled for holding with
2:04 seconds remaining in OT.
But once again the Falcons
failed to convert with a man
advantage as the game ended in
a tie, BG's first since February
4,1984.
McKee, BG's most prominent
scorer on the power play last

season, offered several possible
reasons for the lapse on the
power play.
"I think what it came down to
is the fact Chicago's defense put
a lot of pressure on us," McKee
said. "Also, the rink was small,
we didn't have much room. We
didn't move the puck well and
they blocked a lot of shots."
Iain Duncan's absence because of a separated shoulder
was also suggested as a clue to
BG's biggest mystery.
"I'm sure when be gets back,
it will be nothing but a plus,"
McKee said. "We didn't dick.
Things weren't coming together.
I think we were trying to score
too much."
UIC coach Val Belmonte, although still winless in 24 tries
against BG, gave credit to his
team for hanging tough in the
less than eventful game.
"Weird hockey game-seesaw, up and down, all around,"
Belmonte said. "It wasn't the
prettiest game but we could've
folded when they scored that
that fifth goal."
UIC's first-ever win looked
assured after the Flames entered the third period of Friday's game with a 3-1 lead.
D See Hockey, page 10.
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BG spikers lose
to CMCI, beat EMU
by Tom Skemivitt
assistant sports editor

Key mistakes by Bowling
Green's volleyball team offset an excellent defensive effort by the Falcons in their 1511, 8-15, 12-15, 4-15 loss to
Central Michigan, Saturday
in Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
The loss, combined with
Friday's straight-set win over
Eastern Michigan put the
Falcons' recordat 2M overall and M in the Mid-American Conference.
The Chippewas, who beat
the Falcons ealier in the season at Anderson Arena, had
much more going for them
than talent in Saturday
night's battle for third place
in the MAC.
CMU's seniors played in
their last home match which
was also featured by an enthusiastic Parent s Day
crowd of over 400 fans.
"They had a lot of momentum, a lot of enthusiasm and a
lot going for them besides just
volleyball," BG coach Denise
Van De Walle said. "They
looked like they wanted to win
their last home match.
But the Falcons, oblivious
to the hoopla, opened the first
game with great defense
against CMU's big guns.
"We picked up everything," van De Walle said of
the 15-11 opening-game win.
"Everything they had, we
were on it. We passed the ball
well and blocked for points."
BUT THE defensive barrage didn't last for long, as
BG collapsed under numerous self-inflicted mistakes.
In the next three games, the
Falcons made 26 errors including 10 in the 12-15 secondgame loss. Serving, hitting,

Hockey
D Continued from page 9.
Flames' Sheldon Gorski, Wolter
and Barry McKinlay followed
McKee's first period BG power
play goal with tallies of their
own.
But McKee brought BG to
within 3-2, 36 seconds into the

blocking and net errors were
in abundance throughout the
match.
"It seemed as though we
made more mistakes against
Central than we did in the last
five matches combined." Van
De Walle said. "But I've got
to give credit to Central because its setter (Sharon Voss)
had a nice game against us.
"She gave a lot of enthusiasm and support and played
a great last home match.
A victory would have
vaulted the Falcons a half
game ahead of CMU and into
third place. The Chippewas
are now 11-4 in the MAC.
BG WON its 23rd match of
the season against EMU the
night before in Ypsilanti,
Mich.

Despite having to come
from behind in all three
?ames, BG swept the Hurons
5-12,17-15 and 15-13.
EMU jumped to 7-1 and 5-0
leads in the first and third
games, repectively, and also
field match point three times
in the second game.
Van De Walle said her
squad, which beat the Hurons
earlier in the season at home,
couldn't have rebounded in
similar fashion during the
early portions of this season.
"This was definitely a indication of the difference between the beginning and the
end of this season," the coach
said. "They have more confidence, playing experience
and they don't quit."
Seniors Alaine Emens and
Lisa BerardinelU led the Falcons with .320 and .316 hitting
percentages, respectively.
Emens also added three service aces.
final period.
Chicagoan Chad Arthur then
scored two goals off Jim Hickey
in ten seconds to quickly change
the lead to BG's favor 4-3.
"It feels good to have a good
game in your hometown and
also help your team win a
game," Arthur said.

BG News/Dav^ Kielmeyer
Bowling Green's Paula Holmes (right) dives into the water during Saturday's meet against Eastern Michigan. She finished fourth in the
200-meter event.

Falcon tankers split at home
by Al Franco
sports reporter

The Eastern Michigan University men's swim team was simply too much for the BG tankers.
EMU, which has won the Mid
American Conference each of
the last seven years, dominated
the meet against BG and rolled
to 163-54 win here on Saturday.
The BG raens' swim team,
which lost at Wright State two
weeks ago, dropped their record
to 0-2. Despite the early falters,
BG head swim coach Rich
Draper has seen improvement.
"we actually swam much better than we did against Wright
State," Draper said. "But we
still have a long way to go."

There were some standout individual performances by BG
swimmers. Bob Walker finished
in second place in both the 200yard individual medley and the
200-yard butterfly events. Tom
Griga and Tom Soloman also
captured second in their events,
the 100-yard freestyle event and
the 200-yard breaststroke event,
respectively.
THE MEN have another tough
meet this Saturday, as they host
Kenyon College of Gambler.
Ohio. The Kenyon College mens'
swim team have been the NCAA
Division III National Champions
for the last eightyears. Draper
said that the BG team hasn't
beaten Kenyon in about ten
years, but hopes to change that

in Saturdays' meet.
The BG womens' swim team
had a great meet, defeating
EMU 146-118.
The women tankers won the
first three events and never
looked back. The events were
the 200-yard medley relay, and
the 1,000-yard and 200-yard freestyle races.
"They did very well." Draper
said. "They had a tough workout
on Friday, but you don't have to
tell them to get up for a meet.
They always are, they're a great
group of girls."
The womens' team had many
outstanding individual performances. Andrea Szekely was a
double winner for BG. She won
the 100-yard breaststroke and

the 500-yard freestyle events.
Shari Williams also captured
two events for the womens'
team. They were the 50-yard
freestyle and the 200-yard backstroke event.
Susan Westondorf won the 200yard freestyle as she swam her
best time in two years. Mary
Pfieffer won both the one-meter
and the three-meter diving
events.
The BG womens' swim team
also faces Kenyon College on
Saturday. The event will start at
1 p.m. at the Rec Center.
"Kenyon will be good competition and there will be fast
times." Draper said.

TUESDAY
• LADIES NIGHT *
• MALE FANTASY REVIEW •

featuring

"MEN OF THE 80V
DOORS OPEN • SHOWTIME • COVER
7:30
8:00
$2.00

THURSDAY-COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
"WFAL Party"
*FREE ADMISSION
w/ College I.D.
*DOORS OPEN at 8:00
• A DRIVE FOR LIFE PARTICIPANT

Meadowview Courts
Apartments
Housing Openings for Spring Semester
Furnished efficiency

Efficiency

$225.00
Landlord pays gas heat,
shared electric

landlord pays gas,
shared electric

Two bdrm. furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

$200 / mo.

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

All residents have the privilege of using
The Cherrywood Health Spa located at
8* and High St.
352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.
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Nine Falcons qarner honors
Nine members of the Bowling
Green football team were
named to the All-Mid American
Conference team.
First team selections included: Mike Estep, John
Hunter, Greg Johnson, Greg A.
Johnson, and Paul Schweitzer.
Three Falcons were also
named as second team all-MAC
■elections. They are Joe Foley,
Kyle Kramer,and Mark Nelson.
Tight end Gerald Bayless was
an honorable mention.
Estep, a senior from Newark,
Ohio, is a repeat first team allMAC selection at the offensive
guard position. He may also
improve on his AP honorable
mention all-America status of
last year.

Johnson

Schweitzer

Toledo

Nelson

Hunter, a senior from Detroit,
was a defensive standout for BG
this season. He accumulated 55
solo tackles from his outside
linebacker's spot.
Greg Johnson, a senior nosetackle also from Detroit, had 102
tackles including 50 in the solo
department.
Greg A. Johnson is also a
repeat first team all-MAC selec-

tion. The BG punter, who hails
from Cincinnati, ended his career as the second most prolific
punter in BG history. His 189
career punts for 7,731 yards are
only surpassed by Jim Phelps,
who played for the Falcons from
1981-83. For Schweitzer, the first
team all-MAC selection caps of a
great year. He led the team in
tackles with 150, including an

amazing 90 solo tackles.
Foley, a senior defensive end
from Gahanna, Ohio, was third
on the team in tackles with 105.
Kramer, who is only a sophomore, led the Falcons with five
interceptions. The Dayton native, who plays defensive back,
was second on the team in
tackles with 107. Senior offensive tackle Mark Nelson from

Benny Hill running around in the
backfield with a frail of Toledo
players in hot pursuit. The Falcons finished with just 158 yards
total offense.
Though Sandru had a rough
outing, coach Moe Ankney probably nad the most unenviable
job. In the second half, Ankney
lad the task of convincing the
ha
Falcons all was not lost.
But it was.
It showed on the field. It
showed on the scoreboard. And
it showed on the players' faces.
"People come up to you and

try to comfort you," defensive
end John Hunter said. "They
mean well. But deep down it
really doesn't help that much.
You still hurt."

that refuses to be knocked out.
The banjo hitter that keeps fouling off the third strike.
Saturday though, the inevitable finally occurred. The Falcons, after winning four straight
MAC games, played flat and got
hammered by a very good
Rocket football team.
As the game ended, the UT
fans continued to gloat. Like
vultures they hung over the railing near the locker room looking
for victims. The obscenities
started all over again.

Bloomington, MN., repeated his
second team all-MAC honors.
Gerald Bayless, a senior tight
end from Dayton, Ohio, received
all-MAC honorable mention honors. Bayless led all BG receivers
with 34 catches for 300 yards,
which is a 8.8 yard per catch
average.

Emotion
a Continued from page 9.
half. Fullback Mike Varagon
gained an additional 68 yards.
Being victimized by the run
was nothing new. The Falcons
defense had trouble stopping the
run all season.
The offense also sputtered.
Quarterback Rick Dackin got
knocked out of the game in the
second period with a mild concussion. Meanwhile, backup Jeff
Sandra spent the rest of the
evening scrambling to escape
the same fate.
AT TIMES, he looked like

The pain stems from coming
so close.
It would've been easy to iust
go through the motions after
losing three straight games
early in the year. But the Falcons displayed their character.
They symbolized the fighter

"B-G-S-U-C-K-S, B-G-S-U-CK-S," the rowdies chanted in
unison.
BG Linebacker Paul
Schweitzer was about to walk in
front of the belicose fans alone.
Suddenly, Ankney's secretary.
Jean Panning, ran onto the field
and walked hand-in-hand with
Schweitzer to the locker room
gate.
The big linebacker fought
back the tears long enough to
say only one word.
"Thanks."

0 Continued from page 9.
With 2:39 remaining in the
final quarter. Fanner galloped
29 yards for his second TO and a
22-0 UT lead.
"This is a great feeling," the
senior said. n'I wouldn't have
ended it any better. (Moe) Ankney told a Downtown Coaches
Meetingthat I wouldn't get a 100
yards. That was extra motivation for me."
The center of controversy in
the game was Ankney's decision
to have Jason Zeller kick a 37yard field goal as time ran out to
prevent a shut out. Ankney's
decision wasn't very popular
with the Rocket faithful.
"I just wanted to score some
points," Ankney said. "We had
our second and third team offense on the field and Toledo had
its first team defense. It was
obvious they wanted a shutout.
"It should have been just as
obvious that we didn't want to be
shutout" '
Simrell said he wasn't happy
with the field goal, but respected
Ankney's decision in trying it.
"You always have to try and
scoreand Moe owes it to his
team to do just that," Simrell
said. "He doesn't have to make
me happy."
Senior Mike Otten, may have
summed up the game best.
"We just couldn't move the
ball out there today," he said.
"It was frustrating. Even at half
1 figured we would comeback."

I
HAIR UNLIMITED
Hair Care &
Tanning Center
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CALL YOUR PARENTS?

Perm Special

$25.00
(includes shampoo & cut)

Regular $35.00

a) When you're stuck in your room because
someone "pennied" your door.
b) When you spent all your money playing
"Q-Bert" and you still have to buy books for
Developmental Psych.
c)

'

When you just miss hearing their voices and
telling them what you've been doing.

One thing about parents: they love to hear what you've
been up to.
But you should call them anyway.
And when they ask where you were last night,
tell them that you always call using
AT&T.
When they ask how your
studies are going, note j;hat you
can count on AT&T for consistently high quality service.
And when, at last, they praise
you for using AT&T, then—
^
and only then—you might
want to mention those Psych
books.

Price may vary wtlh length ol hot
Owi goad wflh ttiu ad ttwu 12/3
MonlliwiM Nto.*IM Sot W

IT*1
CLASSES FOR THE 2/21 /87
EXAM BEGIN SUNDAY
NOVEMBER 23rd
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO
Call days eves or weekends

£ KAPLAN

iiuiiiT

K um> iMKinowu cunt ire
DON T COMPlTt WITH
A KAP1 AN STUt* NT- W ONI

there is
itefor
expenence.

Nutxnbr ID TVV** Sir-* >u,ral
•ndr*»<>»lv1f«MvmIr*.rfupu<HHTSMM]u*f '.
i bnpn npevulrv whrn wai n twain »rtat if
rMRyinmtittfc lulmfcxhrrraJMrtd

AT&T

r»;

-0-WB7WE. MtM.to.~1'

The right choice.
I
,5-,

TlicWMSwaJoumL

MM

I

Classifieds
RMABKESALE
Today
1 at floor BA busang
8-4
Lota ol baked good*

CAMPUS t CITY EVENTS
ASSOCIATION FM CAREER WOMEN
Muling tonight Nov 18
100 BA 7 30 pm
Speaker: From SI. Luke's Hospital
Don't torg«t can* of food (of the needy
• •PICTURES FOB THE YEARBOOK WILL BE
TAKEN BEFORE THE MEET1NO-PLEASE
MEET OUTStOE 10OBA AT 7.1011
BG News meeting lor volunteers -writers and
pnotographara every Sunday. 8 pm . 210
Watt Had
For further information can
37*2603
Honora Student Association proeonla
Dr Rknard Unebaok and MEDICAL ETHICS Dr
Uiaback. a medical ethtce teacher at Bowing
Green wa rescues auch eaues as abortion.
aulhanaaia. etc Wed. Nov. 19 at 5.30 it lha
Honora Cantor (below Kreieher) everyone
welcome No Charge
Interested In Peraormel? Attend Student Per.
some! AserxsaBon Meeting Tuaa. Nov. 16 at
700pm 114 BA
NeHonel Student Exchange
Information Seeeion
Nov 20. Thuraday 430
Town Room, Union
or cat 372-8202

Need eome work aiparlance In your field
botori you begin your fob hurrtTlntemahrpe
are available tor al mi|or through the
Washington Center Internship Program, tnformetlon Session today al 1 30 231 Admin. Bfdg
or csl 372-8202
PARTIAL SCHEDULES WM.L BE OISTRIBUTED
TO ALL DORMS AND ON CAMPUS
MAILBOXES ON FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 14.
STUDENTS RECEIVING PARTIALS SH0U10
COME TO THE UNION AT THE APPOINT
MENT TIME LISTED ON THEIR SCHEDULE
FULL SCHEDULES WILL BE WSTRIBUTEO TO
ALL DORMS AND ON-CAMPUS MAILBOXES
ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 21. OPEN
REGISTRATION AND DROP-ADD WILL BEGIN
ON DECEMBER 1 AND CONTINUE THROUGH
DECEMBER IS IN THE UNION. ALL
STUDENTS MUST BRING THEIR COPY OF
THEIR SPRING SCHEDULE TO BE ADMITTED
TO REGISTRATION
1

PHI ALPHA DELTA Law Fraternity meeting
tonight, at 8:00 p.m. In the Tsft Room. Quail
speaker wHI be Dr. Steven Ludd. Mock Trial
, discussion will follow. All are welcome to sitend.
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Thare era aafteTi esrvloaa aaataWa to you at
lha University Placemen! Sarvloaa Plaaaa note
that not af oigani r eanne and compareee regukv
ry rocrut on colege campuaos The let below

To at TetavMon Mafors
unemotional TakMaion raaaaaJratjR Milling.
Nov 19th at 8:00 pm m WBGUTV atudto

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
Bolese|rs*»s Oa Caaaaaa
MMrilin Aripaliiliiiieii
The Aral day of elgn-upe for s raw views durtng
me period of November 24 through December
5. 1986 wa be nek) on Wednesday. November
12 « 4 PM In the North East Commons Al
regknranta mual have a Ftret Choice Interview
Card In order to partiopate In the Brat day of
fegn-upe After the drat day, students and
asjmm-ae may aigrvup tor rrtervkrwa from 6 AM
to 6 PM at University Placement Sarvloaa. 380
Stuoenl Sarvloaa Bueding
A Credennel Form must be submitted for each
ISairktw scheduled at the Hme of akavup.
If for any riaaon you cannot keep your appoint
mont, please cal the University Ptaoamartl Sarvloaa Office no brier than 9 AM one work day
before your scheduled interview The
telephone number la 372-2386 F«k»e to do
10 wB be considered Insufficient Notice Two
Insufficient noBoaa wB be oorattersd a "noshow" and result In forfeiture of sign-up
rjrrveeoee for lha next recruiting period.
No Show Policy
Fsaure to appear tor a scheduled Interview wB
result In mmedklte suspension of your sign up
prrvseoes tor the neat recrumng period. You are
requaed to send a ratter of apology to the
employer and fte a copy of this letter with the
Unrversrty Placement Sarvloaa Any student
who twice law to honor fes-her interview comirelinerrta wi be denied Interviewing privileges
for the remamder of me academic year.
•NOTICESpotlight Pre!
Itlons offer
hon about career paths delated position
raarxjrahtanea and orgamzarional philosophy
Al student scheduftng interviews are strorigty
encouraged to attend appropriate spotaghts
Spotsghl Presentations are uauary hew n the
Unrversrty Placement Services recruiter lounge
at 7 PM To enter the Student Services Bueding
In the evening, plaaaa use the patio entrance

r ™ ~ ITA
^ii/'T ™ ™ i
MARK'S
i Large 2 Item Pizza I
I
I
i
•3.93
FREE DELIVERY

I

*
*

worts of work Don i beoorno dhoouraojad If
your career Held m not regueeted To eeelet you
In conducting an assertive tob laarch. Unrveraity Plaoamarrl Santoaa provides career and
paeoerriont uutaawaTriQ, c/adanaal aarvloaa, lob
search aajrtujhppa. profaaaaonaj rjavatopmara
senvnars. career tars and en alumni Falcon Net
work. Our axoaaam Career naaouroa utxary
often you career and employer ritormetlon and
current tob vacancies M ALL career fields
Placement couneekvs dkedty refer regie lered
students 10 employers In trier deered career
fWrfa. rnaura your access to these aarvloaa by
regatering wen Unrversrty Placement Services
in your tYwi year at Sowing Green SSKo Unrver
sty.

HfLPI
I've Bet s vary precious item' A deaceee got)
croaa wrth praying hands, and a ItoaBng heart
on a gold char. Al I reaay want • the croee.
Loet somewhere Oetween Herahmen and Well
I help1 Cal 172-4164 If found.

RIDES
Ride daaparataly needed lo Detroit
Ueaopottan Airport Friday. November 21. I
wB psy (or al gaa Pteaee cal Robin at
372-5616.

SERVICES OFFERED

Abortion
Caring and ContvJenOal
Center tor Choice

Toledo
419-255-7769

WaCOMF HOMt ^

Pregnant? Concerns? Fraa
Pregnancy Teal, obtoctfw mtormetion
Hours Monday. Thuraday. 107
Tuesday. Wedneeday. 10-4
Saturday 10-1 Cal Now

364-4673

Al your typing neede
Prompt » ProteeaOnal
Clara 352-4017
Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, objective tntormaaon By appointment or weeVn
Cat now 354-HOPE.
TYPING SERVICES <or at types of
nckjrjng dwaertatlone on Xerox Memory Wrrtar
352-3967 from 8 am to 9 p.m.

LP or TAPE

RENT A LOFT FOR I
Give your—a1 room to retail
Free pickup arid detvery.
opaonel assemory
For Into, on how 10 register
csl Loft Construction
151-3154 M-F. 9 5

' SELLING I SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB'
Sales meeting Wed right M 7:00 p m r the
Aaeemory Room. McFal Canter Pictures for
the Kay wB be taken See you mare!

*

*

PERSONALS

*
*

CBS#1
PICK* HIT

Las Vagea? Sounds But a dream, but its Ne
tonal Student Exchange At ol Ma. plue nj
credit towards graduation Find out moreThursday. Nov 20m at 4:30 p.m„ Town Room.
Union
A.B.BLI
A group picture for the yeatbouk wB be token
on Nor 18 at 7 00 p m. at the Unrversity Hal
steps Pleaae drese tormaey

128 N. MAIN/DOWNTOWN

***¥********¥*¥¥**
Classified Information
Mail-In Form

r~ The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days in advance By 4 p m

AaaknSon Everyone
Plaaaa oat USA « 2 ■ 1668 and aak her how her
txrthday wealll

O: How many ctgerenea doaa II take K do

ATTINTION ELABU AlaaBCRRY
CUt Now Stop smokng Thurs . Nov 20 Qresl
American Smokaout -SajQenl WiBiiea Center

mwimmtwmtmmmm
ATTENTIONIH
Jemee Deen and B I "
Get P*ycMrj For Your Surpneeil
Low. Your IGdnappars
I Chrtertne On
Happy BUhdayLove. Bandit and lha whole

■M Motel Student special J22 00 double
Cat 363-7114 tar rinrvaHone 1 mee eouth ol
Doasrawrii on Ht 2ft
CALL 2-5742 and ha*) me wleh
Sandy Sharp
a happy 20th birthday1
Low, TAY
Cathy TleO - Smea Sweetie'
Mora Greel Times Are Ahead!11
Love. Joan and Dawn

THE CAMPUS DEPOT
Specratavg In Greek clothing a accessories
l-ahtta. tumblers, picture frames.
stationery and moral Prices era
LOWER than ma other Greek stores n the area
Awe can haw ALL orders reedy m less thsn a
weak. Check out our prtoaa on sweats
Regular weight-single lettering $ 16 75. double
lettering $20 SO
Heavy weight- single Uttering $18 50. double
lettering $22.50.
Located In Toledo on the U T campus 3123
Bancroft next to Urivarslty Cleaners Merrton
ttaa ad end receive 101 orl any purcheae
1-536-3008 Mastercard Visa and person*
checks accepted

t The BG News is not responsible for postal service deajysl

RATES: per ad are 65' per line $1 95 minimum
50' extra per ad for bokj type
Approximately 35-45 spaces per kne

Delta Zeta -Theta Chi
Voeeytel Tournamenl
November 16. 1966
DeaaZataa
Thanka for Thuraday nlgfit'a T.P.
Who owns the 38D-Z?
The Theta Chra

To the 02 named Stony (Jenny?) I had a great
Brae Wkfng to you Frl. I'm gtorj I eat down next
to you How about another movie ne weak?
Cat me. Brtan (2-3457) lakes Tom Cnase--ha'
nail

Do you haw a take ID? R caught you coukJ gat
up to a $60 fine and or 6 montha m (at pan 1
year Icenoo tuapanakai. PONT RISK IT.

Tucy,
I lust wanted lo let ya thet it s been greet having
you at BG HopetiaV rtl be a yearly thing! Ha
We ve had a lot ol good ernes and I'm aura
therel be many more ahead Thanks tor being a
GREAT friend
Low Yal Your Sidekick
P S Hey dude whet's up?

GRADUATE SCHOOL OPTION
Tun., Nov 18. 7-9, McFal Center
Co-aponeored by AMA; formal dress rag.
GROOVY RECORDS
425 E WOOSTER (BEHINO DAIRY MART)
WON SAT 11-8
HAPPY BtRTHOAY TO YOU
HAPPY BIRTHOAY TO YOU
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR KEKE
HAPPY BIRTHOAY TO YOUI
(Just wanted to let you know I stfl beaw In
cheep grits (Dave

Typing and Word Processing Services and
Raaumae Thes* end dissertations A to Z Data-across from Uhlmen's. 352-5042
Tyywir^-traraKJlrjtlona Tax Prep frst RSV
neesoneoki Rates Many Typeetytes 10%
OFF wrth ad Cal 865-2288 7 days par weak,
anytime

Help Wanted-Now taking apparitions tor position n a tarjh energy area night club Friendly
nature and out going peraonelty a pros Limited
nosrtona i etatlll for ndrviduala under 21
FwKtjst schedule for car pooeng, apply In pareon M Henry J'a Fun Drinkery. Glenbyrne
Center, after 6:00 p.m daty

WANT A PROFESSIONAL HAIRCUT?
GOT $6 00?
Coma today to the Memorial Hal Lobby from
6:30-5:00 p.m. and got your haar cut for onfy
$6001 Proceeds benefit the Maw BGSU
Pageant Hurry over now!

HOT BAOELS-W-mEE COFFEE
" -STATE DrSOOONT' • •
902 E. Wooatsr (nest to TO a) Open I aaa

Winter Btut Storage
$14.99
Pur eels B»e Shop

"Student Loans''
No cosigner. no credit app
Cat Stan (614| 475-6800

WANTED

1 Female needed to lubliaii apt. dose to
■! Cat now 352-0944

Kappa-Pi PM'KaSfM'PI PM

1 female to suclsaas apartment tor Spring
Semester Contact Lraa 354-8161

Only 17 more days!
Keepe-PI PM-Kappa'PI PM

1 female to lurjUosi apartment for Spring
aamaalar Close lo campus $115-month 6
electric Cal Kety-363 3724

Karen Cektwea
CongranraYrkine on your engagement1 Wa vrtah
nothing but me beat In the future for you t Bob'
Your Wonderful Roommeles

2 lamatis to lltlHtll apartmenl tor Spring
Oimssaii
Cozy apt., cages I

353-1489

3 gats looking tor T lemere rrxrnmeai Great
house, arc lliaalriii on Wooater across I
campus Cat 363-2010.
Hatp! I'm graduating! Need 1 female to share
lurnlehed 1 bedroom apartment spring
semester RRST MONTH'S RENT FREE! Cat
Rose 362-5741.
Looking for one ferrate roomate to share race
? bedroom aparlmant on Fifth Street. Depoert
already paid Cat 353-3618
Looking lor lemele to sign over lease lor spring
ismssm Rant Is vary reaaonatili - including
utamee and the pnvacyol your own room, kikaraeted cat rtamy at 363-1671.
.
1 temare roommate tor spring
semsetei Cloee lo campus $110--month M rn-

INHIIt
merit with 1 0*1. tor Spring I
$a«S a semesler or negotiable
SSs-StlO.
WANTED FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE. UKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER * INTERESTED. CALL 363-4217

HELP WANTED
ACTORS WANTED 1 male. 20-40 and 1
lemele. 8-1 2 One year contract lor al advert.
rig Must be able to perform, be photogenic
Submit photo and cassette, or video, to be con
aldared for audroon Cat 363-2222 for sample
acrtpt WOODLAND MALL. BOWLING GREEN
ADVERTISING SALES
position opening at The BG News beginning
Spring Semester Al motors encouraged lo apply tor valuable commissioned sales experience.
Sophomorea $ tumors preferred Contact.
Advertising Manager. 214 Waal Hall.
372-2608. Appecatlon deedene Tuaa., Nov.
26, B p m
Apr*caBons Accepted Barney's South 998 S
Main tor caaraar poaraon 7am-2pm Mon Fn
Make hundred! weekly iraaSng crciaars' No
quotas' Umrts! Rush set addressed stamped
envelope: AM MAR 258 Rooertson. Depl P4,
Beverly HBa, CA 90211
NANtwESNKOeO
If you anfoy children and want to relocate to exerting NY or Com. wa have many wonderful
cerefuty screened fsmBea from which to
choose Good salary, free room S board, travel
expenses paid Stary anytime 9-12 months
Stay. No fees. Cat Our scensed agency lor
more Wormetton and appecatlon
NANNY CARE. INC.
203-327-9033

Now accepting applications for parttlmecaafrefS I carry-out. Looking for some
morning a aaatiaty - apply at ChurcheVj Supermarkel 1141 S Men BG
Part-time • fue-ttms bartenders 1 cocktail
wartraaS"warter for Hoaday Inn. French
Quarter. Perrvsburg. AppaCaoorra now baang
acoepted

SEE NEW YORK! Energetic Mother's Helper
wrth good eenee ol humor wanted for New York
Crfy eras tor 8 months lo one year 1 9 yearsmust drive non-smoker Start soon as convenient Opportunity to travel with family Experience and references necessary Write:
Marsha Vet. 11 Garden Ridge Chappaqua.
NY. 10614, or oat (914) 238-6266

362-6264
Jeffrey'i at aaB rnn
Now Open 4 p.m. dally
mekadlng Sunday
Enjoy your terortlo cooktall
In our new lounge

The New PANHEL PtfESIOeNT
CONGRATULATIONS Wa knew you
could do it"
Low your staters ol AXO

2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED TO
SLBLEASE HOUSE FOR MM fJEtaESTER
LOW RENT, CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
362-2778.

2 roomrrasaa to lit! lean tor Spring aaYltoBet
Very doaa to campue Cat 363-2348.

THE BROTHERS OF PHI GAMMA DELTA
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE OEOFF
NELSON ON HIS ELECTION TO rC AS VICE
PRESIDENT OF RUSH AND DOUG BORN ON
HtS ELECTION TO K AS CHIEF ADMBBtTRATOR. PROUD TO BE A FLU!

CONNECTIONS After 6 Sere
Saw 20% and more on it Kama
1 0\ on al Xmss items
Mon. 17-Frt. 21
Connections 518 E Wooater
362-6148

1 roonaaass to shore or luUeaei atrartmem ear
ptltttl. Hlldirj t
rJBil,. Cat 363-1848

SCOn. MaXE. TONY AND URVH.
You guys were AWESOME coaches We had s
lot of tun! We love you Theta Chle'Love your Pi

. You ware a fantastic Rho CM.
and you-I do an awn better tob at vice President of Rho CMa. ConrjrsauMOonalYour PN Mu
eaters

Congratuay»neKeeJArml»alWandAivHaEr^
merth on your positions sa Orientation Leaders
Way to arrow that Phi Uu leadership Love the
eaters ol PM Mu

1 luuiniaae (ml to iial Hail tor Spring Sam
SlOOmo ptua aaao $ phone Cat 364-8308

2 people to eubWeea hen ol a 4 person Campus
Manor apartment, eel Greg 362-9560 after
800 p.m.

SUBLEASE, HAVEN HOUSE 2 BEDROOM
lurnrehed apartment Female needed Spnhg
'87 1136 month Cal 372-5409

CONGRATULATIONS BILL MBevjCK
DELTA SIGMA PI
MOST OUTSTANDING PLEDGE

1 raaaakiayhkiaai Urvwiay VTaarjeauaitwanl
lor Spring 'B7 Cat Scot! al 383-8707.

SCOTT DEAKrN
(MftORATULATIONS ON BEING SK3 EPS
BROTHFR OF THE WEEKI

SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAM. B-11. '17
TMP INCLUOEB: TRAkaaTORTATrON, AC
COMOMTrONB, PARTKB, COaJCfBIT, UfT
T1CKETB
sTOftlM DEPOSIT)
ALSO AVAILABLE
Its SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT. I0S
CLOTHING PURCHASE DISCOUNT AT VIKING SKI SHOP-TOLEDO SKIN UP IN UAO OF
FICE. 3RD FLOOR UNION. SKIN UP IN NOV.
TO BE EUOJBLE TO WIN A OaTT CERTaTrCATl FROM aXaeDArsCt.

Jackson Hole. Wyoming
Yaatil Thet'i where wel go!

Col I 332-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

inCluOIng
«rr* AbDUT Low/Coimno Up CtOM
Lovers Osy/Oavis DsniM
SkMekaj AM aaalna

KeeaTY
THANX tar bllivug m ma. I don'i know what I
wouM SO wBhout your Mender* OaTT IT UPI
Lie. Chase

LOST 4V FOUND

■■ ■■ ■■ HlXP. 11 17-B*H ■■ ■■ liH ■■[

TIL TUESDAY^

Kick the habit for a day
Greet American Smokaout. Nov. 20
Sponeorad by the Student Weanees Center and
The American Cancer Society

'ATTENTION ASM MEMBERS'
Musts}. Nov. 16. 19B6
7:30 p.m.
112BA
Speaker wB be Paul Moncrtef from United
Telephcne end Telegraph Oraaa tormety tor
yearbook pctue at 7:00 In Unrverarfy Hal

1 Mara roommate wanted lor Spring 87 $100
per month paa utBtiee Very dose to campue
3 or 362-3239.

Two senior buetnoos me/ors needed to work
2-3 eventigs par week and an occaaaonal
Saturday, tor Pruoentiel-Bache Securities In
dcavrltown Toledo If interested plaaaa cat
419-249-7338 between 8:0O-10:00»m Aak
lor Tom Kahle
TYPISTS $500-weekty at home' Send SASE lo
Mr. Yahays. 1221-W BnxkvkM, No 43.
Toledo, OH 43816.
Wanted School representative lor coaagrate
sportrig oompeny Great pay. Cat coeect
1-813-348-2009

PREPAYMENT is required for at non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG News wit not be responsible lor error due to itegeSMy or incomplete mlormation Pleaae come to 214
West Hal immedialely if there is an error m your ad The BG Newa wit not be responsible for typogfetirircaj
errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions
The BG News reserves me right to release the names of inorvkjuart who puce advertrairifl In me News The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of ttus pokey is to dascourage the placement of advertising thet may be cruel or unnecesavarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name

.Phone #,

Address
Social Security # or Account #
(For billing purposes only)
Please pnnl your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

FOR SALE

PLOHWTO
A HOTONE

1973 Chevy Nova Rune greel. body good, ex
ceaant winter transportation $460 oat Pat
353-2705
1973 VW Super Beetle $950 to atari but beet
offer 362-2143
1974 Porache 914. 2.0 atra. 1 owner, good
condm-n $1900 or beat otter 352-4238
FOR SALE: 17" Bt WTV
Good condrSon. $20 or beat offer Cal even1.353-0128

Winter heats up wilh a hot sub from Subum
Chase the chills mlha tangy meatball sandwich.
Sink mar teeth into on Italian sausage sub. sewed
up hot and xsty in thick, nch tomato sauce Or
Set rerjrrY hoiuith our own Italian Express, a
combination olthetwo
An\wa\youplayit.whenjouplou.irmahol
'onehw&ibwav.joutjetahotdeat Foro
limitedtime. wereoHermacooloneaollaroh'
on an Italian Express. Sausage
or faalball regular
foohiongor
doublemeat
snack

FIJP»Y«TURE--MUST SELL: Sofa, TV Hand, col
tee fatal, kitchen table -4 chairs Al ki good
oondMon. Beat offer t^l M F after 5 pm
3548160
Hat of everything I own This Includes men's
Saver Flyer Mcyda-$25 Portable AM FM
Csaaifls player $10 Size 8 woman's rolar
akatea-»iO
Venous arOums and tapes
ncrudee Mirlseals Touch J 5 a piece 2
mem $3 seen Please cat 363-3022-1 need
to pay my rant' Also FM rarjo Wa*men--$5
Is « true you can buy Jeeps for $44 through the
US govt? Get the (acts lodaylCall
1-312-742-1142 eat 17B4
Keep warm Ma winter Great looking mattery
overcoats I fleu •ckats Variety of style. (
sues al a great coat' Cat 363-0321
SmaJvCorono erectile typewriter tor sale Cat
372-8796

Classification in which you wish your sd to appear:
Campus I City Events'
_
Wanted
Help Wanted
Lost * Found
_
For Sale
Rtdcs
_
Sonrfces Ottered
_
For Rent
Personals
•CaanYjusfCrty Event ads are published tree el charge tor one day tor a non-protit event or meeting gray
Dates ol insertion

Total number of days to appear.

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 Wesl Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

FOR RENT

eSUBUJtW*
Sandwiches & Salads
mrj m* i cool oar. rjola ol
er^farjjbfVrjlLr»aSab

109 N. Main

FortubHtm Spring
Sreal etsaency. »ieo-monm Dont have to
pay any uaStier. Cal 363-7710
U"««e»|r _
oraaavMaasa I
ulialiirasar, ■

[trWlllI ) \
CTfl J_J[%

352-8391 ^&

I

Houaaa and apertmenta doee to campue tor
Summer Semeeler 1987 and 1987-68 school
r. 1-287-3341
Large 1 bedroom tumiened apertnvi
mduded Cioes to campus I downsownavsllable now
352-6382: 382-5389;
669-3265 avenrnga
femete to share house Need mala to
FOUT iTIOniTl lease tor 2nd
Cal 362-7386

